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Dr. Edwin Stieve, Director of the Institute of Arts
and the Humanities. Photo by lason Domasky
ner,Dance.
Tt)'eKnightsSoccer' team had
three representatives wjnthe pizza
eating contest, and fiye volleyball
players won the cross-dressing con-
test. The rnu~icplayedon, there was
dancing on the stage, and Homecom-
Dr. Edwin Stieve is the new Direc-
tor of the Institute of Arts and the Hu-
manit.ies, also known as Nova College's
Department of Liberal Arts. Stieve, an
Associate Professorof Liberal Arts for tile
Farquhar Center: for Undergraduate Stud-
ies, will focus on expanding liberal arts
as a major at Nova Southeastern.
. "I'm one ofthosepeople who think
orgimization is important," ~aidStieve.
Stieve will be reviewing the
Institute's policies andprocedures·t()
See HOMECOMING on page 79..:., cultivate freshl?erspectivesand perhaps
.. '. .. . .....• .... .. ' . . '. .' . .... .• shape new courses.
'0'·f····~ssOciaifon,~hej:ieS~sh~red the month parties on ca.mpus· ~re h?dgepodg~sof . Thelnstitute.'s Spe~laltie~ and con-
and'celebratlon of mdeperr- . hlp-hop musIc; Budweiser, centrations of study contribute to a
c:fence in Mexico. _ and belly-button ring!;, multHeveled structure. Stieve plans to
,Th~,turnoutwas fabulous NISA'sFiesta provided genu;,· utiti2;ethi$speCJal featwretQassistih di-
and much better. ih(ln origi.. ine ent~rtainment for the versify'ing undergraauate's' majors.
.nally anticipated. Thi-s was. viewing pleasure of .all. "Nova is a very speCial place, and
NISA'sfirstbig partY on cam-' People enjoyed the authen.. .we need tO$ell that becauseof compe-
pus..To bring the Fiestaiilto ·tic sound of the Mariachi los tition from oth~r colleges," remarked
beihg>;the Office of Student . Rahcher()s,the sultry vocals Stieve.
. Life and the Office for Inter- of Dena Anderson/and Fla.. Stieve hopes to expand the liberal
na~oriilLAffairs 'contributed menco guitadst David arts program, which shares courses with
their time and effort·. . Garcia.' other departments. A major outreach
The party was d,eemed a David Garcia serenades the patty ·A few drawbacks could efforrto marketthelnstitute will include
.hl,jge;suctess by thestand~rds crowdwithhisFlamencofinesse.. notbe helped, such as the sUiveysofgraduates and informing,pO-
oftheNSU international'community,as . last-minute cancellations ofthe Mexican tential students ofthe value.of a liberal
,well'as many others.. Although many. SeelNTERNATIONALon back page...
by Kimber Sh~rp
After three months of plannjng, the
Mexican Fiesta finally appeared the night
of September 23rd.Sponsored primarily
by NISA, the Nova International Student
by St~p;h~rt.ieCastongu~y
Th.,~_Night
the'BllrrO
Internat;on~/­
Student Association
'Sponsors HilParty
.....JE
hold a~other event later in the semes- NewDirector of
ter to Introduce the members of the' .
W
·· L-b I A tInter sport teams. .
'Stephanie Bauman, a member of I·era. rs
the HOmeGOlTlingt:om.·mittee,intro.,. ER1 phasize.s
duced the coaches of the teams. The . . .
On September 29th, from 6:30- toaches introduced the team cap-, 0 rg'anizati0 n
9:30 PM at NSU's main campus, on ' tains, <lnd the team captains intro- . . . . '. ,
.the Rosenthal Stu- duced the members
dent Center's patio, oftheir teams. After
the Homecoming the introductions,
weekend kicked off everyone had the op- I by Ja$on Domasky
"toagreat'start with portunity to partici-
the annual "Thank pate in the ."Mad-
. qoodness It's Ti"lUrs- house Col Lege
day" celebration .. ..... , . . , . Games" to compete
.. honorin th. ath- Cameron Malm,and ~UZI Marti, the for free tickets to the
. . . ., . ..' ,'" ,g '. e,. .'. J994 Homecoming Kmg and.Queen. ". .'.
According to Noah Webster, a letesof NSU. All .... . Homecommg Dm-
homecoming is ther~turnof agroup,t~~rri.$\>Vere recognized, but only th~
. of people ori'aSpedal oc<;asion:to a'Fan' athleteswereintr.oduced.
plaieregarded'as ho~.It's.a'chClnce)~·,",Th,iswa~ac:hangefromlast year
f<)rpeop'leat d'latpij-c~~i~jc>ythe ,,\-VhenaHatbletes,:ftomboth the Fall
activities and the atmosphere. This andWinterteams, were introduced.
year, that place w~sNovaSoutheast- This was a joint decision of ~he Ath-
ern. Univers'ity and all had a. great letie Oepartmenfand the Office of
time!~. 'Stu(:!~nt-Life. Both Pilrties agreed to
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The Knight Newspaper serves the Nova Southeastern University community
from its office perched atop the main campus' Rosenthal Student Center. As the
publishing arm of the Student Communications Organization, The Knight is the
University's established vehicle for the transmission of student reporting, opinion,
and arts. The Knight maintains on active, highly visible presence in the NSU com-
munity.
The Knight is readily available at nearly' 20 sites around NSU and the local
community, including NSU's Fort Lauderdale School of Business. the Dania Oceano-
graphic Center, and the Davie-Cooper City Chamber of Commerce. Address all
distribution concerns to Anthony Dominici, SCO Business Manager, at (305) 452-
1553.
The dEladline for submissions for Issue 5 is October 21 st. The advertising dead-
line for this issue is October 26th. E-mail the Editor at Internet address
"domaskyJ@alpha.acast.nova.edu" to find out how you can become,involved.
Opinion..
"Wake Up and Smell the Racism"
(or did you mean)
Wake Up and Embrace the Racism?
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I believe it was the Reverend Mar-
tin LutJ:!er King, Jr. who said this very
thing in his famous oratory made dur~
ing a march on Washington, D.C., in-
1963. But maybe you are right,
Michelena.
Dreams are so silly. Maybe, just
maybe, people like the Reverend Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr. should have read
your retort. Maybe they, too, might
have stopped dreaming.
Nahhhhh, who are we kidding?
People will always dream and ad-
vance!
Sports Editor
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problems."
As long as certain people'teach
their children to think that "separate
but equai" is the. status quo, then I
think we, The World, will only take
longer to reach a reality which I will
fight for, called harmony.
I have a Dream? Moi? A dream?
No, no.
You have me confused with a fa-
mous man-hminm", what was his
name? Wait, wait-it will come to'
me-Oh,yeah! That black reverend
guy...
THE KNIGHT NEWSPAPER
STUDENT COMMUNICATIONS ORGANIZATION, RSC-208
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
3301 COLLEGE AVE
FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33314-7796
KnighJ STAFF
Presently, the above groups and
entities are, ironically, borderline rac-
ist. We accept the ideals of' a black'
school, a black fraternity and soror-
ity, and black beauty pageants, but
what would be the reaction to a
WHITE school, a WHITE fraternity and
sorority, and. WHITE beauty pageants?
I wonder-would Michelena say
that's racist? I bet she would, because
I would! .'
I have a few more reactions to
what Michelena has written. Please
enjoy them:
"A Caucasian might ask: now that
you blacks are allowed to be in com-
mercials, schools, Greek life, and
beauty pageants, why not integrate
into the system? The answer is that
just because J Anglo' society has finally
accepted that we, the black commu-
nity, are more than competent to fill
these roles, w~ have no reason to give
up our good works."
A Caucasian might say? In that
statement, she just generalized an en-
tire race.
Congratulations. I haven't seen
that done since the tapes of the 5.5.
trai'ning meetings from World War II.
-But I have more for her from this
paragraph. Yes, perhaps "Anglo" so-
ciety has accepted thatthe black com-
. munity is more than competent to fill
any role, but one should address why
the "black community" should give up
its good works.
If segregation is her cup of tea,
would she like one 'or two lumps?
Michelena's final paragraph states:
·"Mr. Kehl, I understand that you
have a dream, but I beg you to con-
sider reality. The fact is that as long
as certain people teach their children
to hate minorities, and others teach
their children that their race is supe-
rior, we will always have separation
Rebuttal by
Christopher C. Kehl, Jr.
I would like to address Michelena
Holiday's "Wake Up and Smell the
Racism" opinion piece in the last is-
sue of The Knight (Vol. 5, Iss. 3, page
15).
"As a black person, I would like
to address Mr. Kehl's argument."
Um, hello...as a "black person?"
What does color have to do with this?
Anyone can address it!
It seems my point was lost, and
so I will restate it. My concern was
not about the marketing"facet of the
timing of black commercials, but that
they were segregated in the first place.
As myoid grandmother used to say,
"It's the principle!"
First, to recall a little history.
Michelena stated: .
"I am sick and tired of having to
justify why there are black schools,
black fraternities, and black beauty
pageants."
You seem to agree with an "equal
but separate" system (Plessy V5.
Ferguson). Fortunately, the Supreme
Court disagrees with that and ruled it
unconstitutional (Brown V5. Topeka
Board of Education). Such a system
was blatant segregation.
If Michelena would like to regress,
she can be my guest, but.! think she
will be alone in that regression.
Michelena also stated about the
aforementioned groups that:
"They exist because there was a
time when black people were not al-
lowed to form or participate in these
entities."
Michelena's own words cut her
deeper than I could ever hope to.
There WAS a time when black people
were not allowed to form or partici-
pate in these entities.
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One big issue occupies American sol-
diers' minds while on or near the shores
of Haiti: confrontation with the rebels. The
first skirmish between our soldiers and
rebel forces ended with eight Haitians dead
and one American soldier wounded.
The skirmish took place in Northern
Haiti in a little place known as Cap-
Haitien. General Cedras warned Ameri-
can troops that there was a rising sense of
anarchy within the Northern provinces of
Haiti.
The mission of our peacekeepers
moved away from protecting the people
See HAITIAN on page 4...
Opinion••
able outcome.
This shows the President's insight, a
necessary trait for the Commander-in-Chief
of the nation. However, this does not di-
minish the importance of Haiti to Clinton's
administration and to the American
people.
The American troops in Haiti now
number more than 11,000. Our forces
have already suffered casualties.
The casualties resulted from odd
events other than a confrontation between
soldiers and rebel forces. It is reported
that a male soldier committed suicide re-
garding marital issues.
OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get CareerlNEr"
It's simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including
the Fortune SOD) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your CareerlNET
enrollment kit-a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions-is $99.95~ To be in the next nationwide distribution to
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.
ttmIIIJNETI
Howto
interview
with the
Fo.~ __ ~~~~e 500
withouteven
unreal. I am sure the developments of the
eleventh-hour deal negotiated by former
President Jimmy Carter forced the nation
to realize that President Clinton's threats
toward Haiti were substantial.
But the opponents of the President's
actions seem to forget what was accom-
plished. With the aid of two competent
men, former President Carter and former
Joint Chief Of Staff General Colin Powell,
a military confrontation between Haitian
and American forces was averted.
The lives of our young men and
women were spared. President Clinton
asked for the valuable input of these two
men to rectify a problem.
Carter and Powell understood the na-
ture of the situation, knew how to handle
the details, and generated a rapport be-
tween the parties that lead to an accept-
The Haitian
Crisis:
A.Barometer for
President Clinton
by The Right Reverend
H. Owen Huntley
With the American occupation of Haiti
entering its third week, the world is mag-
nifying each event on this small island
nation's shores. The White House moni-
tors each day with mixed emotions.
It would seem that each supposed vic-
tory is accompanied with an intensifying
sense of urgency rather than peace. Presi-
dent Clinton realizes that each decision
which flows from the White House,
through the halls of the Pentagon, to the
commanding officers of the American
forces in Haiti, will be scrutinized by mem-
bers of Congress and the American pub-
lic.
Congressmen and women, as well as
community activists across the nation, have
attempted to use the President's response
to the "Haitian Crisis" as a gauge of his
overall performance. Opponents still re-
buke the President for his decisions regard-
ing the Cuban refugees and Fidel Castro.
They consistently point out that early
on, he stated that Castro would not dic-
tate foreign immigration policy to the
American government. Ultimately Castro
strategically did just that: he dictated the
parameters for Cuban immigration to U.S.
shores.
Opponents are now shifting their at-
tention to the shores of Haiti. Those on
Capitol Hill who did not agree with Ameri-
can involvement argue that the President
injured the world's perception of America.
The world's superpower seemed to have
"begged" General Cedras and his hench-
men to leave Haiti.
At first, the threat of invasion seemed
1
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Andrea Leeds cuddling a furry
the "extremists" witnessed, SL
animals with dangling nerve
skin, or exposed brains, my
wouldn't be similar. But the
that most animal rights activist
undercover investigations or i
strategic rescues.
Because I am not shy aboL
ing my concerns, I am often I
crazy. If it is crazy not to wan
the flesh of tortured animals, :
would rather be crazy.
If it is crazy to choose cr
See ANIMAL,
FREE
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
(EVEN RECEIVE MONEY FOR GOING TO SOMEI)
GO TO COLLEG
ATIEND ACCREDITED, RESPECTED COLLEGES AND UNWEl
ABSOLUTELY FREE
ARE AVAILABLE TO FAMILIES WHO CAN ESTABLISH THE NEED FOR FlNANCI
COLLEGE AID IS AVAILABLE! MANY PEOPLE FAIL TO REALIZE JUST HOW MUCH J
REALLY mERE, JUST FOR mE ASKING. AND MANY OmERS BEUEVE TIlAT mE\'
NOT POSSIBLY QUALIFY FOR COLLEGE AID. BUT DID YOU KNOW TIlAT.......
WHE'mER YOU ARE IN A LOW OR mGH INCOME BRACKET, YOU MAY QUALIFY F
COLLEGE ASSISTANCE FOR YOU OR YOUR FAMILY. BUT HOW WILL YOU EVER KI
WITHOUT READING nus DYNAMIC BOOK.
ISN'T A COLLEGE EDUCATION AND lHE OPPORlUNITY OF AUFETIME WORTIlSI'
ANIMAL
RIGHTS 101
Lesson 1:
An Introduction
••
President Clinton's opponents need to
reexamine the present situation and real-
ize that former President Aristide is on his
way back to Haiti-a trip which might re-
sult in much bloodshed-Haitian and
Amerir:an alike. However, Aristide will
return to Haiti as a result of levelheaded
decision-making.
President Clinton deserves commen-
dation. The deal structured between Cuba
and the U.S. caps Cuban immigration,
which has been much-needed for many
years.
Domestically, one must remember
that 12 years of supply-side and trickle-
down economics cannot be rectified in
two, or even four, years. 'The President
realized the magnitude of the situation and
so should we.
After all, America's voters and the rest
of the world are watching.
apply for jobs, whereas U.S. citizens have the
right to apply much earlier.
We strongly feel that we should have the
same opportunities in the student employment
system. International students have already
undergone many obstacles to reach NSU,
Many of us do not come from the best of eco-
nomic situations.
We do not receive the same treatment as
U.S. citizens. For example, we are prevented
from receiving financial aid. It is nearly im-
possible to get substantial scholarship funding
and we are prohibited from working off cam-
pus.
Not being able to enjoy the same job op-
portunities at our campus is simple segrega-
tion. Since we pay the same fees and taxes as
any other student at NSU, we should at least
have an equal opportunity to get a decent job
like any other student at the University.
Stieve Emphasizes Organization in
Liberal Arts Department
...continued from cover
Opinion
...continued from page 3
from the Cedras regime to protecting the
Cedras regime from the people. The re-
cent grenade attack which killed five Hai-
tians and wounded others is more evidence
that not all is well in Haiti.
We need tighter control of rebel ac-
tivities. While there can be no assurance
that General Cedras and his regime will
leave by the October 15th deadline, one
certainty arises.
The manner in which President
Clinton handles the Haitian situation will
be fresh in voters' minds in 1996. Our
President worked toward avoiding conflict.
Haitian Entanglement
Bodes III for
Administration
International Students'
Employment Concerns Justified
We, as international students of Nova
Southeastern, are very disappointed to know
that student employment practices had prohib-
ited international students from applying for on-
campus jobs for the first two weeks of the start-
ing semester. This rule is followed to give pri-
ority to United States citizen students who ap-
ply for the jobs early.
We personally feel that as international
students, we should have the same opportuni-
ties as any other student in the University.
According to NSU's Discrimination Policy, no
policies can be determined separately based
on race, gender, sexual orientation, religion,
nationality, or creed.
We don't understand why international
students have to wait until September 2nd to
by Andrea Leeds
Many people regard animal rights ac-
tivists as crazy. Such people claim we
care more about animals than humans.
I am often asked, "What are you do-
ing for the homeless people?" or "for the
starving people in Africa?"
My response is usually, "Nothing,
what are you doing?"
Animal rights activists are compas-
sionate people; the main purpose of our
activities is to ensure that no species be
treated cruelly, dog, rat, fish or human.
Unfortunately, time constraints in
today's fast-paced world allow some of
us to work only on one issue. I focus my
attention on helping those who cannot
speak for themselves.
People often think of animal rights
activists as violent, perhaps destroying
laboratories. I personally would never
inflict pain on any creature and I don't
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Icondone the destruction of private prop-
erty. As with any group, there are ex-
tremists.
However, I cannot honestly say that
if I walked into a laboratory and saw what
by David Escartin
and Ana Lam
arts education.
The Master's of Liberal Arts program
has been edging toward the information
superhighway during the past year. An
online format for instruction is yet to be
implemented, but according to Stieve,
current ideas include the possibility of
hiring a special computer trainer, secur-
ing new"funding, or working with pro-
fessors to developthe program further.
. Stieve's job as Director involves act-
ing as a support person for faculty who
are coordinating the Institute's estab-
lished and developing programs. He
also works to obtain grants and fund-
ing.
"1 believe every administrator should
also be a teacher," mentioned Stieve.
Stieve maintains a regular course
load, including literature and composi-
tion, public speaking, and humanities
classes. He views his role as a facilita-
tor for the wide range of enterprises the
Institute encompasses.
"Until we all settle into a pattern and
have a sense of all our roles, it may be a
while before I launch into uncharted ter-
ritory."
OVER 55 BILLION IN LOW INTEREST FUN
THAT'S JUST THE AMOUNT OF FEDERAL SUBSIDIZED WANS THAT GO UNUSEI
YEARI MANY PEOPLE SIMPLY DON'T KNOW TIlAT lHESE FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE.
WHY YOU NEED "HOW TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM COLLEGE FINANCIAL'AID" NOW .
YOU IN DISCOVERING HOW AND WHERE TO APPLY FOR MAXIMUM AID.
,TO ORDER:
"HOW TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM COLLEGE FINANCIAL ,
CALL 305-783-9785 OR SEND $17 PLUS $3 FOR SHIPPING AND HAND
ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ENTERPRISES
P.O.BOXS0572 '
POMPANO BEACH, FLORIDA 33074-0572
---------
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What Rights?
Rebuttal by Heidi Palmer
Owing to my outspoken conserva-
tive views, many people have mistaken
me as cold, heartless, and insensitive.
Previous articles that I have written for
The Knight Newspaper have caused
somewhat of an uproar because in them
I supported my controversial idol, Rush
Limbaugh. I thought itwas about time
to jump into the controversial stream
with yet another editorial.
.In the last issue ofThe Knight (Vol.
5, Iss. 3, page 7), Andrea Leeds wrote,
"A Crisis in our Community." This ar-
ticle focused on animal rights, Ms.
Leeds' efforts concerning pet popula-
tion, and her experiences working for
the Humane Society.
However, there is a simple answer
to Ms. Leeds concerns: animals do not
have rights. Before you jump to the
conclusion that I am a callous animal-
hater, hear me out.
Before discussing rights, let me
make it perfectly clear that arguing that
animals don't have rights isn't equiva-
lent to saying that human beings don't
have a moral obligation to protect ani-
mals. The concept of rights is power-
ful in the American political lexicon.
Ms. Leeds stated that some in the
public still see animals as property, not
as feeling beings. 'consider my cat
my property, not as her own being or
person, if you will.
She relies on me to give her food,
water, and change her cat box. It is
my responsibility. I own her-I even
bought her from a breeder.
Does that make me callous? When
you buy something, do you not usu-
ally refer to it as yours or mine?
Ms. Leeds attributes rights to ani-
mals by giving them human character-
istics. For instance, she refers to ani-
mals as feeling beings or as family mem-
bers. Later she mentions, "1 sawall
those eyes, those bodies, those souls."
We don't even know if people have
souls, much less animals. Isn't that for
God to decide, if in fact, you believe
that there is a God?
Rights evolve out of the democratic
process. Thomas Jefferson, in drafting
the Declaration of Independence, did
not begin by saying, "We hold these
truths to be self-evident: that all ani-
mals are created equal; that they are
endowed by their creator with certain
inalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-
ness."
Instead, Noah Webster defined a
"right" as something to which one has
a just claim. "A capacity or privilege;
the enjoyment of which is secured to a
person by law."
Notice the use of the word "per-
l_
son." It denotes human beings, not
animals. Humans are the only earthly
creatures which are capable of ratio-
nal thought.
"1 don't understand how someone
can give up a member of their family,
knowing it might be euthanized with-
out even blinking. They just don't
care," Ms Leeds contended.
There are legitimate reasons for
turning animals over to the Humane
Society. Ms. Leeds claims that people
turn their cats and dogs in because they
are moving, or because they cry too
much, or because a long-haired cat
shed too much. I believe that many
people in the world do not deserve to
own animals.
There are many people who are ir-
responsible. But Ms. Leeds suggested
that they should keep the animals, de-
spite that fact. If these animals were to
stay in that environment, do you really
think they will get the proper care?
I would much rather see the ani-
mals in a shelter, with the possibility of
getting adopted, rather than being
abused and neglected. If an animal
must be euthanized, I think that's bet-
ter for the animal, because it wouldn't
go through any agony.
"Other animals are left to fend for
See EMPOWER on page 9...
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
(If you have any questi<
like to discuss any specific,
issue, contact me directly.
address is "leedsa@polaris.1
ces to save costs.
In a more extreme ca
fed ground up downers,
caused serious health prob
the cows and the humans in
cows .
Even ifyou're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TlAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve-
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.5 million people in education and
research putTIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TlAACREF working on
your side.
so I could assist animals on a la'rger scale.
Besides, people tend to accept views
more readily when a person has letters
after their name.
Many people are apathetic toward
animals; but even if I didn't care as much
as I do, I still would want to know that
some perfumes contain anal or genital se-
cretions from certain animals. Or if I ate
meat, I would probably want to know
that some animals are fed their own fe-
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it....
StlJrt pllJnning yOUT future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.
iii
C an't afford to save for retirement?The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 yearspr more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $138,209* by the time
you reach age &5. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $203 each month
to reach the same goal.
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bumper stickers.
The cruelty overwhelmed me. I con-
fess, I burned myself out at first. When I
feel that animal liberation is a far away
dream, I almost give up.
But I sit back and reflect on what ac-
complishments have been made and that
gives me strength to continue. If nobody
fights for the enslaved animals, they are
dead.
I decided to become a veterinarian
Animal Rights:
The Lesson
Continues
... continued from page 4
products rather than to use products by
companies who blind rabbits and poison
dogs, so be it; I would rather be crazy.
If it is crazy to refrain from watching
animals abused for entertainment pur-
poses such as in exhibitions or at the ro-
deo, so be it; I confess, I am crazy.
Since I cannot live passively know-
ing that billions of animals are slaugh-
tered annually for consumption and for
science, I am compelled to speak out
about the cruelty mankind has inflicted
upon his fellow earthlings.
Just a few years ago, I too was igno-
rant about the extent of cruelty in the
world. I had been a vegetarian for years
just because I couldn't eat "cuddly little
animals."
Then I began collecting data about
factory farming. I learned things like how
sick cows become downed (can't stand
any more) and are dragged by chains or
picked up with bulldozers (while alive)
to carry them off for slaughter.
The meat industry can't spend the
few cents to put these tortured creatures
out of their misery. Instead, they will
drag them for the one dollar they may
get for an animal in such a condition. (If
you think this is animal activist malarky,
I can show' you video footage of these
horrendous acts)
I used to shop for cosmetics and
household products just based on price
or advertisements, until I read Victims of
Vanity by V. Dickinson. I was astounded
to learn that the manufacturers of prod-
ucts I was using performed experiments
Flot required by law, which burned,
blinded, and poisoned thousands of rab-
bits, cats, and dogs.
Even if the results are senseless, these
experiments are repeated. For example,
I personally wouldn't drink bleach. In a
test called Lethal Dose 50, animals are
forced to ingest some chemical until 50%
of the experimental group dies.
Knowing how much bleach kills a
dog is not going to help when a human
infant goes to the hospital for such a rea-
son. Doctors look to human statistics;
therefore, experiments such as the LD50
are pointless and cruel.
Once I began learning about the vari-
ous atrocities hidden in our society, I hun-
gered to learn about it all. But I was ter-
rified also.
It was becoming difficult to sleep at
night-too much to do, but what to do?
I joined animal rights groups for both
guidance and unity. I began writing let-
ters to manufacturers, chief executive of-
ficers and congressmen. I attended dem-
onstrations. I plastered my car with
The Knight Newspaper Page 7
Shula Bowl I:
, ,
Father Knows Best
Dolphins (orner
See THE FIRE on page 8...
by The Right Reverend
H. Owen Huntley
This past Sunday evening, history was
made in the world of pro sports. "Big
Daddy," and no I am not referring to the
Bengals' first round draft pick, Dan
Wilkinson, but to "Big Daddy" Don Shula,
who gave his son Dave Shula a clinic in
coaching.
This "David vs. Goliath" confrontation,
as it is affectionately known, held a sense of
inevitability even after the younger Shula
coached his team down the field to score a
touchdown one minute and 53 seconds into
the game. The Cincinnati Bengals' offense
would not be heard from again, as far as
the end-zone was concerned.
This win was a much needed one for
the Dolphins, but it is a shame that it came
at the expense of D_on's son Dave.
After churning out three straight wins,
the Dolphins traveled to the land of the
"Purple People Eaters"'-I don't think so.
This was the Metrodome, home of Warren
Moon and his new infantry, the Minnesota
Vikings.
Notables and Quotables
Now that hockey has started its lock-
out, what's next: Jai-Alai? Ican just picture
it: "Hey Arrendegui, you owe me five bucks.
I refuse to team with you."
Isn't it funny that the only athletes who
never go on strike are the ponies? Iwill gladly
be Tabasco cat's agent if he feels he is not
getting enough oats.
Aren't we all thrilled that Oliver McCall
and Michael Moorer are the "World Heavy-
weight Boxing Champs?" Yawn. Mike Tyson
should get his shot after the champs' title
defense against Father Guido Sarducci.
Only in America could J9hn Bobitt get
his acting debut in a porno flick. His pick
hit for life should be "One" by U2
This is no advertisement, but one of my
favorite days on campus returns with
Karnival-4~Kids. Goon out there and, letthe
kids have some fun. tall the Campus Activi-
ties Board forll1ore information.
To all competitors, Iwill send out weekly
updates over the Internetto keep all informed
on the current standings.
But remember. to win it all, you must
not only beat the NFL, but a stone-faced
gambler from New York named Daniel E.
Ulman (*growl*). Iwill be involved only as
an example player, so don't worry about me
running off with the prize.
Good luck to all, and may all your field
goals be straight and true.
••
Heat or Florida Panther (barring a strike)home
. game.· I'm not talking about nose-bleed seats
either. These will be good tickets!
As stated before, there is no entrance
fee,so take a shot. The playermust pick the
winners with the £J:ida¥ spread posted in the
local newspapers.
If you cart'tget to a paper,don't fret.
The line and games will be provided to you
outside of the .Knigb.toffice on the second
floor of the 'Rosenthal StudentCenter, on that
Friday. ,Entries must be submitted to me at
the.office or throught electronie-mail where
I can be reached at iHmand before noon on
gameday. YOU MUST PICK ALL GAMES!
There is one catch. Aweenie rule has
been enforced so that a player with a lucky
12-2 week &il!l!!Q1 quit then and .there with
his/her inflated winning percentage. The
combatants must select a minimum of four
weeks to show thattheir overall consistency
will earn them the tickets, and the bragging
rights.
If by some chance, a tie occurs, it will
be broken in this order:
1. Mostwinners picked in a ~ingular week.
2. Most underdogs selected
3. Player whose last name beginswith the
letter "1."(Hey, I'm biased.)
Sports.
, .
Parr}' With the
BIg Boys
Pick the Pros and
Win Hot Tickets !
by Daniel E. Ulman
The challenge has
been issued. The gaunt-
let has been thrown down,
and it's time to hook 'em
up for the first annual
K.!liih1 "Pick the Pros"
contest!
The rules are simple, and there is no
entrance fee. I have given the community
five weeks to handicap the National Foot-
ball League. Meanwhile, myself, WNSU'S
James Reinlieb, Student Ufe's Frank
Mainerich, and Ernie "the man who sells
books for beer money" Defalco have made
our modest selections.
After Super Bowl XXIX, the'student, fac-
ulty or administration member with the high-
est winning percentagewill receive two tick·
ets,absolutely free of charge, to any M,iami
17 October 1994
• Computer-Based Traiqing
• .Public,Tourism & CuIIuiat E'lents'
• Tourism Education '.
• Food & Beverage Operations
• Strategic Advertising
• The Excellence ChoHenge
Umfus in !JIJJspit4(ity atuf lJOurism'lifru:ation
'1Jtu:frefor's, ?4aster's, 'Doctora(!DetJreu
Can for·more. infonnation
1-800-390-4677
seminars will be presented in the areas of:
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m~TI()I'N, CEl'tTR€ fOR PR~OC>I't\L· DElIElOPMEM
for the Knights. It has been noted thatthe teamwork
TtTeKnights dominated the offensive , of the Knights .is much better this .year
end of.the mat"h outshooting 51> Tho- than in previous seasons. Honorable
rrtasby a.33-12 margin. Elvis Quiroz mentions go to .senior Tony Yannakakis
picked up the winning goalfor NSU. and Christian Perez for. theirexceptionaf
, The men then returned to actiordor passing skills. With DeUe Donne,
a non..,conference game against the hated Mendez, and the ultra-quick freshmen
Lynnl(nights on the 27th. A torrential . Brian Hamilton and Warren Bloise,
downpour during the second half along with sophomore Gus Bravo's de-
drowned the Knights as several players fel1sivehandiwork, the remaining
suffered injuries resulting from the poor matches should be very interesting for
playing conditions. those who follow NSU soccer.
The Knights lost-4-1, but a major The Knights return home on Friday,
plus was the return of first-string goal- October 21 st to host Seattle University,
keeper Jose Telles in the first half. Telles, andthen wheel back the next day to play
a seniorfromRio De Janeiro, has missed Transylvania University of Kentucky,
most of the season due to injury, but he who will undoubtedly try and suck the
should greatly aid NSU down the stretch. ,life-blood out of the Knights.
Knights Soccer,Winning,
Struggling, .. Fa~i,n,g·W~athe.r
'and Red ',::Cards
by Daniel.E.lliman The.Knights have to be criticized for
While most of the Nova Southeast- thefactthey seemed to receive too many
ernsports community's eyes are focused red cards, and consequently ejections
on the volleyball court, the Men's Soc-in crucial moments.
cer Team is not chopped liver by any Perhaps a little embarrassed by their
stretch ofthe imagination. play against Seattle, Nova shutdown the
The boys are currently undefeated combined forces of Conference foes
in the Florida Sun Conference, with a Embry-Riddle Aeroriautical and archrival
markof2..:0, and an overall record of 4- St. Thomason the 18th and 21 st respec-
2. Coach Thomas Rongen must be tively. Embry-Riddle was out-gunned by
praised for -. a fired-up
having his Knights team
squad ready and was de-
for action each feated 3-0with
time they sophomore
stride onto the Eddy Mendez
field. Soccer team members at the Homecoming "Thank getting the
On Sep- Goodness It's Thursday" celebration; game-winning
tember16th, score.
NSU was drubbed by Seattle Pacific Uni- The game with the wily Bobcats of
versity by a scoreoHO-l. The first sev- St. Thomas was a nail-biter as St. Tho-
eral minutes of the game featured a nip- mas goalkeeper Maurido Rosas con-
and-tuck scoreless battle, ,until the offi- stantly frustrated the Knights' scoring
cials started throwing yellow and red chances, the best being by sophomore
cards at Nova players for rough play. Anthony Delle Donne with 18:55 left to
Thus, the defense loosened up, and the play. But, persistence 'p,ays off, and
floodgates opened for their rivals from Delle Donne returned with the lone goal
the Pacific Northwest. of play at the 9:18 mark to copthe duke·
._,._,--~._-~~.~-----~.-~"----
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. ",ai n held t
ymark for tI
Iphins are 4-(
ns. Pete Stoyanovich adc
goals to complete the 23-7 D
Don Shula gave light to
erb: "Father knows best!" (
the father did. The Dolphin
on top of the AFC East-brin:
mic Bills!
overs.
Linebacker Aubrey BeavE
acrobatic interception which
on the season. J.B. Brown r,
te~septiofi"38·'!a,~~sl\.and [
s~ared an errari~.t~:~p~. M
continued the trendiby:gaini
reco
L
L
<I> Arlett Bagalue Candace KehlAdonica Blackman Kathleen Klockzil
Carol Burgan Maria Menendez
Shannon Chase Giselle Richardsc
Shahida Estefan Rosemarie Rivera
Wendi Gandara Tracy Soto
Christina Gay Jodie Stabe
Denise Haltrecht Ahisha Valle
Melissa Weiss
Always Sing...
YOU CAN'T ALWAYS GET
WHAT YOU WANT. ..
Robin Adler Stephanie Harb
Ronna Avergon Keri Lawson
Brickelle Berson Caulette Lindo
Jennifer Blumberg Stacy Kelly
Aletia Coldren Annemarie Me
Alny Cotter Beth Sparr
D.J. Farawell Lakeisha Talboi
+. Valerie Wonsang l., J:
~Y'~' BUT WE DID! '.
~. The founding sisters of <1>1:1:
~s welcome aboard its new founding siste
·<te. We Love youll .
Thus, the big question surrounding this
past weekend's Shula Bowl: how would the
Dolphins respond to their first loss of the
season?
Don Shula and the Dolphins were fully
aware of what was at stake. They re~llized
that with a loss by the Bills earlier
day, the Dolphins held
acquire sole possessio
AFC East.
There wa
heart and fire
carryover to
cleared, Do
David su
of the Be
The
half of the
of the e
oneofth
be very co
The first
the second
coupled wit
cal passing, tight€!
Klingler's and his 0
The injury-plagl,l
gave up only one big
the Bengal passing a
Klingler finished the q'
yards, one touchd9Ii~i~ii~!1trJlnts.
The Dolphinsl~~~pndary also took the
ball away twice. Itkra II , the Bengals of-
fense held the ball five times in the second
half and the Dolphin defense forced five turn-
Volleyball Team
takes 9 in a Row
College, Queens of South Carolina, and
home favorite Eckerd.
Head coach Pegie Moran has been a
player's .coach from the beginning, back-
ing her athletes even after their rough start.
"As a team, we have continued to im-
prove since the beginning of the season,"
said Moran. "Our first goal for the season
was to win the FSC. How far we can go
into the post-season depends upon our abil-
ity tn ('nnti ... ·!C' to improve."
As for right now, if Nova Southeastern
improves, they should be playing for prize
money.
On September the twenty-seventh,
Nova out-classed Florida Memorial College
in four games, winning 15-8, 15-17, 15-3,
and 15-8. Nova could do no wrong as
Moran craftily substituted her five starters
with timely precision. Eckerd College Tour-
nament Most Valuable Player Sherri
Waddell and Thelma White were an im-
penetrable wall against Florida Memorial,
completely outmuscling their rivals in the
middle, while Vanessa Gutierrez and Anni
Palacio hammered winners from the out-
side.
Sophor.1ore Mona Lai came off the
bench to SL~re eleven straight service win-
ners to demoralize their opponents in the
third game. White's powerful kills provided
some humorous moments as she deflected
two balls off a Lionette's head, one that
rebounded into the jaw of an official. leslie
Romero's crafty play at the setter position
has her leading the team in that department
with an average of ten assists per game.
And just think. It can only get better.
With only two seniors on the squad, and a
plethora of young freshmen hungry for play-
ing time, this team can stay on top of their
game for a long time.
(Sports Editor's Note): As ofpress time,
the Lady Knights swept both Northwood
and Flagler College to run their winning
streak to eleven.
points on a Minnesota defense that shut them
out in the first half. A Dolphin defense that
gave up 28 points in the first half dug down
deep and held Warren Moon and company
to only ten points in the second half.
Even in this loss I've discovered some-
. thing about the Dolphins that may have been
more important than necessarily winning in
Minnesota: this team has heart. The Dol-
phin teams of the past would have tended
to roll over and die looking at a 28 point
deficit at halftime-but not this time.
The fire that lurked within the eyes of
Dan Marino transferred to every Dolphin on
the field. As a team, the Dolphins fought
back and almost won.
Lady Knights'
Opponents in
Jeopardy
by Daniel E. IIlman
"Mr. Trebek, I'll take Women's Sports
for $600."
"Answer. This ladies' volleyball team
has won nine straight matches and have
only lost three sets in these matches.
DanieL"
"Who are the Nova Southeastern Lady
Knights?"
"Correct."
"I'll take Women's Sports for $800."
"Answer. This top twenty-five ranked
ladies' volleyball team is currently 13-6,
and 5-0 in the Florida Sun Conference.
Daniel."
"Who are the Nova Southeastern Lady
Knights?"
"Correct."
"Women's Sports for $1000"
"Answer. Who is the team to beat
come this year's Regional ladies' volley-
ball tournament? Daniel."
"Who are the Nova Southeastern Lady
Knights?"
"Correct".
Who would ever have thought that af-
ter their awful 2-5 start to the 1994 season,
the Lady Knights would be the most feared
team in the FSC?
After a tough loss at home against
Rollins College on September the 16th, the
squad has torn through their competition
like Oliver North's paper shredder. An
overall obliteration and humiliation of Con-
ference rivals Warner Southern and Webber
College on the seventeenth, followed by
two road wins over Northwood, and Palm
Beach Atlantic on the twentieth had the
ladies primed for the Eckerd College tour-
nament. Well, maybe primed isn't the cor-
rect term. They were explosive as they
swept the tournament over Flagler, St. leo
...continued from page 7
Warren's battered and bewildered team-
mates thanked their lucky stars that they sur-
vived the 38-35 shootout with the Dolphins.
One half of the Viking defense looked like
the PPEs of old. But as always, a lead is
never safe as long as Dan Marino quarter-
backs for the Dolphins.
I would love to know what Don Shula
said to his team going in at halftime down
28-0. It must have worked, because the
Dolphins came out in the second half as if
they suffered from amnesia regarding the
debacle that took place in the first half.
SP 0 r!~dP: off~8 "nans_~
The Fire in Marino's Eyes
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food or sport. So, the right to life of an
, animaLis nonexistent. ' We have laws
to protect theexi~tence of humankind
rather than- animals.
Ms.' Leeds and other animal rights
activists WQuid much rather see animals
have the same righfs,' if not more, than
humans do. However, we need to
speaklJpforthe sanctity of human life.
I love animals. My cat is impor-
tant to me. I even cc;>nsider her part of
I11Y family, and anyonewho -krlOws me
would agree. But rights and responsi-
bility are separate obligations.
Lets do what we can to treat our-
selves with respect and dignity.
4250 Hurricane Update
5.275 Spot Crude Oil Report
7440 IWonder Why
7885 General Daily Trivia'
Relluttal••
(Water) Color
of Night
~"Sou~~Line11". .•. Sun-Sentinelb'·' ..., ,A,. the nSUJtuden!...
2328 Pest Control
2432 Pet Care-Cats
2665 Pet Adoption Line
3288 Hialeah Horse Racing
ing for all animal rights activists?
.'. We have many problems in soci-
ety, such as homeless people, unem-
ployment, poor health care, and, yes,
animal overpopulation. But is over-
population considered a crisis? Ithink
many would agree with me that ani-
mal overpopulation would be low on
a.ny priority Iist.
We need to take care of the people
on this planet first, not the animals. If
that makes me selfish, so be it!
The point is that animals do not
have rights, but are accorded protec-
tion by human be~ngs. Our laws do
not protect US from killing animals for
...continued from page 5
'En1po""er
Humans,
Not Anin1als
themselves," Ms. leeds pointed out.
Isn't that what animals do in the
wild oreveo domestically?' A perfect
day for my cat would be htlntin~ for
lizards on my sun" deck and eating
'plants and insects.
Thousands of animals are home-
less. However, they dohave a natural
instinct to hunt and survive, jusr1ike
my cat.
"I apologize for a -selfish society_
'who let them be born without the
,chance of a happy life. We mourn you
today, and every day and we sincerely
wish it weren't so."
first, I would like to know who
"we" are? Ms. Leed~, are you speak-
I met Grady in 'the summer of
1993. I didn't know his real name,
but the-long, scraggly beard that cas~
caded from his chin reminded me of
Redd Foxx's best fdend on Sanford and
Son.
Grady's facial expression never
changed in that Off-Track Betting Par-
lor. Win or lose, he'd bejovial, tell-
ing jokes while cracking a toothless
grin. I, on the other hand,would con-
struct a makeshift whip from my news-
paper, and slap my thigh as the horses'
hooves thundered down the stretch.
Mor.e often than not, my voice was
heard screaming my steeds' names,
pleading for that extra furlong of run. LI---,-----,-----'---'-------'--
More often than not, Iwas heard curs-
ing after the race. ,
"Damn jockey stiffed me again,"
or "Get that jinx outta here," referring
to a man I hated in the third row, were
often voiced.
But Grady kept on smiling.
EYeryday for a, month, I saw him.
He wore the same sweat shirt and jeans
every time, but his signature was that
Tampa Bay Lightning hat on hrs fuzzy,
gray, uncombep head.
After losing an excruciatingly tight
photo and almost kic~ingih the televi-
sionset"Grady sat me down i_A the cor-'
nero
"What're 'You ~o:~'G' kdid
d
?- Y~tU - br Hema N.BaJonath has~e~grievingforyearsoverthedeaths
never see me screamm. 0 amml, , ' of hiS Wife and daughter?
you get a heart attack, and go to an The Motion Picture Association of There is also Clark (Brad Dourif), a
early grave that way," _ America strikes agai n with 'another NC- meticulous lawyer, fired from his Job, who
" I, of course wa~ in no moodfor ,a .17 film converted,to the R-rating, our lat- drives the other p~ients crazy by his per-
sermon, and started out, but Grady s est victim being C%r or Night. But a sistent counting. Another patient is an
gnarled paw grabbed my wrist and word of caution to Bruce Willis fans- artist who feels "alienated."
whirled me a~ound. there is no frontal nudity or rear end shots. Fi(1mly, there IS a shy young man who
It was then that I sawGrady'seyes However, the Jane March fans are in can't decide if he's more male or female.
for the first tim~. I will never forget for a treat, since she tantalizes the audi- After Bobdies, Bill does not feel con-
how those sad, d,ark pupils burned into ence with her provocative body. .This film fident enough to take over his friend's
my soul,. ' ' .. . is definitely.an ingenious psychological weekly sessions. However, a police de-
"How old are you, kid?" thri11er that probes the human psyche. _ tective named Martinez (Ruben Blades)
See GRADY on page 20._, i Bruce Willis skillfully plays Dr. Bill encourages himtolead thenutty group·.
-~--,------,----,---,---,----,---,-----,----,--~---,---,----'---'---'-~---'-~'~p~~p~~o~g~t~ng~~~pe~m . Billb~r~com~invo~edw~a
"his practice in New-York. Capa is con- struggling actress, Rose (Jane March from
vinced that his lack of sympathy caused The, Lover), who accidentally rear-ends his
a disturbed femafe patient to throw her- cat. S_uddenly, we "are lured into their
self out of his office window. seductive love scenes that occur mainly
, His best friend, Dr. Bob Moore (Scott in wat~r. These intimate love scenes are
Bakula), then offers Bill a refuge in Los very sensuous and tastefully done.
Angeles. However, in a matter of days, Although the actors and actresses in
Bob dies in his office from 32 stab ,this movie adequa~elyhandle their roles,
wounds. The audi,ence is then left to guess the plot needs some polishing since vital
who the killer is among, Bob's five patients questions are left unexplained.
who attend 'a weekly group therapy· ses- The plot's lack of cohesion makes the
sion. relationship between aill and Rose appear
At this point, the comical aspect of .unrealistic and shallow.
the film sets in as we confrontthe five However,in the finale (as with most
neurotic' patients. Could the killer be movies), everything falls into place.
Sondra (Lesley Ann· Warren), a wealthy Color of Night is definitely a must-
nymphomaniac who s;teqls things? see fih;n. However, in the realm of eroti-
Or is it Buck (Lance Henriksen), who 'cism, it's nothing compared to The Lover.
Fiction by Daniel E. Ulman
"nad···. .'. ,"'-Jr y,
'.
~:_-- "
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You can catch Greg Brad
Morning Breakfast Bonus at
Monday mornings.
Greg 8rady's TCJ
1. Blues Music, G. Love a
Sauce
2. Stranger Than Fiction, E
. Religion
3. Breathe, Collective Soul
4. Natural Born Killers Sal
5. Too High to Die, Meat F
Mr. Cameron Malin, Esq
heard from 4-6 PM on Sunda)
Tony Dee's Top SEighl
1. Come on Eileen, Dexy "
Runners
2. Tainted Love, Softcell
3. Venus, Bananarama
4. Centerfold, J. Geils Band
5. Don't Worry Be Happy,
McFarren
Anthony Dominici can I
Tuesdays from 10-12 midnight
Cameron Malin's
1. Dumb, Niryana
2. Take Warning, Operatio
3. Civilized, Rollins Band
4. I Burn for You, Police
5. Take the Place of Your 1\
Marty, liThe Professor of Oldies"
Theme: Harmony Perfect Harrllony
1. I've Got You Under My Skin, The 4
Seasons
2. Let's Put the Fun Back in Rock 'n'
Roll, The Belmonts
3. Spanish Harlem, The Checkmates
4. This Magic Moment, Jay Black and
the Americans
5 . .Baby I Love You, Ronettes
Marty plays the oldies on Saturdays
from 2-4 PM.
You can hear len Birchfield on Sat-
urdays from 4-6 PM.
"""Y List"
1. Swallow, Kimsagro
2. Rock 'n' Roll / EGA, Daniel Johnston
3. Last Dead Mouse, Mi'ghtyMighty
Bosstones
4. Superstar, Sonic Youth
5. Seven, Sunny Day Real Estate
Mark's Top 40's List
1. Come Out and Play, The Offspring
2. Basketcase, Greenday
3. Don't Follow, Alicve in Chains
4. Far Behind, Cindie Box
5. Stay, Lisa Loeb and the Nine Stories
You can hear Mark Allen on Monday
and Thursday afternoons from 2-4 PM.
Just Dave's Top 5
1. Piano Man - Billy Joel
2. Come Sail Away - Styx
3. Paint it Black - Rolling Stones
4. Sussudio - Phil Collins
5. Hotel California - The Eagles
Just Dave can be heard Thursdays from 4-6 PM
during his show, "Danger Zone."
WNSU 92.9caFM 0.1. Listening Lists
I .. '. ,I .
WNSU eMJ Top Ten Albums
1. Purple, Stone Temple Pilots .
2. Dookie, ~~day
3. the dO\~4"ara spiral, Nine Inch Nails
4. MourniWg_~)kMourning Son
5. Siamese Dfe~J':qJashing Pumpkins
6. Us, Pearl Ja
7.111 Communication, Beas"
8. Too High to Die, the
9. In Utero, Nirvana
10. The Division Bell, Pink
Jen's Top 5 ;7he fditor~s -Listening list"
1. POW, Beastie Boys
1. One, Bigod 20
2. Cherub Rock, Smashing Pumpkins
2. Bluebeard, Cocteau Twins 3. Natural Born Killers Soundtrack
3. JoyCee, Sonic Youth 4. Blood, This Mortal Coil
4. Tame, Pixies 5. Crash Injury Trauma, Isolrubin BK
5. Water, P.J. Harvey
You can hear The Knight's Editor play-
len, a representative of The Pirates of ing noisy, exciting, perfect, and experimen-tal music Friday, Saturday, and Sunday eve-Smd, can be heard Fridays from 6-8 PM.
nings from 10 PM-midnight
H.8.'5iReal Funk Top 5
Pick Hit: Getaway, Earth Wind and Fire
1. What is Hip, Tower of Power
. 2. Sex Machine Pt. 1; James Brown H.B. 's Music Appreciation 101 can be
3. G~t the Love, Average White Band heard Saturday's from 10 AM-12 noon. He
4. Living for the City, Stevie Wonder plays the finest Real Jazz, Real Funk, ~nd
5. One Nation Under a Groove, Earth Real Reggae with a variety of Real smooth
Wind and Fire tunes thrown on for your enjoyment.
Creatively Stup~d
Band Spans Every
Musical Genre
Green Je~ly
Entirely',
Unoriginal
by Nicola DiGialionardo
333, Green Jelly's upcoming
release, gives further proof that this
band "sucks," which happens to be
the opinion of their biggest fans!
Green Jelly, formerly known as
"Green Jell-O," started out in
Buffalo, New York
approximately
thirteen years ago.
Throughout the
band's humble
history, 74 artists
have participated
in the overall production of their
albums and videos.
It's hard to believe that seventy-
four musicians contributed to the
creation of the music. Everyone of
their songs sound as if it came from
other groups' albums.
Each song on 333 is so diverse
in style that you could swear you
were listening to an album created
to "Feed the Children" ('We are the
World," ,liDo They Know It's Christ-
mas?/I) If you love music and love
listening to many different styles of
music, then this album is for you.
333 ranges from alternative to
hard rock, from metal to punk, with
a 'Sweet taste of "bubble gum" pop.
Even though Green Jelly incorpo-
rates all of these styles under one
title, they replicate prominent riffs
and melodies of well-known
groups.
Song eight, Jump, resembles the
sound of Smashing Pumpkins~ whfle
sing nine, Jerk, resembles that of
Nirvana. The B-52's style of pop
can be heard in the song titled
Slave Boy. Pinata Hed song
eleven, could be
mistaken for an Alice
in Chains. tune.
The only differ-
ence between Green
Jelly and the other
above listed bands is
their choice of lyrics. Green Jelly
writes songs about stupid characters
that they have created because they
have nothing of substance to write
about. As Leeman J. Strout said in
his review of Balls to Picasso, I too
would like to remove the vocals
from this album.
It's not that this band is that
bad. They just "suck." However
I'm not saying anything about the
band that they themselves wouldn't
agree with.
P.S. I think they "suck" too, but J
am just a new Jelly~Head.
WNSt
92.9· cal
NOW PLAYING•••
The Newest in Alternative Music
and more~ ...
COMING SOON•••
CD Give Aways.
V.I.~ Club Passes
'II '011 ,1.11. to tlo il USTEN!
New O.J. personalities are always needec
Stop by today for an application.
, -
What? Can't get WNSU
Call today to find out how!
It's that simple! 475-741~
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can children don't fully~omprehendthe
death of someone they love. As Manny
Singer (Liotta)tells.adelivery man that
his deceased wife is busy in the bath':
tub, Ifttle Molly scurries into the bath-
room, happily awaiting the smile she
would never receive.
Portrayals of earlier decades are of-
ten nice to watch, but the film industry
is too cluttered with them. Most of these
films are too similar in plot, which be-
.comes too passive as the·film moves
along.
This film moves too slOWly for its
fast-paced actors. Fortunately, the won-
derful musitalselections come to the
rescue of the film. The music unites
Corrina and Molly even more.
Death seems to be the only live
force (except for the children) that moves
across the screen. The film uses death
to unite its characters. The death .of
Manny's wife brings him closer to
~orrina, and the death of Manny's fa-
ther brings Corrina and Mrs. Singer
(Manny's mother) together.
Hilarjousmomen!s occur when
Manny often forgets that Corrina is very
intellectual, often implying that shedoes
not understand his intellectual chatter.
Whoopi should pursue films which
will complement her performance on
the screen.
Liotta should work with films that
make him,seem alive,and Ms. Majorino
should seek films which bring out her
mature ability to make scenes better
than they would have been! as she does
in Corrina, Corrina.
Corrina Should Be
IIMolly, .Molly"
Corrina,
Called
Rev;ew by Courlande Carry,
October'Broward Center for
the Perfor~ingArtsEvents
. ..
by'ennifer M()rgan Amaturo Theater.. Uakti is a quartet of
. . . . '. . . classically trained musicians that combine
The Broward Center forthe Perform- 'one-of-a-kind instruments with traditional
ing Artswill present a-celebrat\onofworld flutes and. mambas. Their jazzy New Age
rhythms in the month of October. sound has been described as mystical,
On Saturday, october 8 at8 p.m., beautiful,and seductive. .
the Amaturo Theater will be fi·lled with Tickets for Tuyo and Uakti are' $15
the futuristic sounds of Tuyo. ~his unique for general public and half price for stu-
band utilizes instruments made mostly of d~nts and faculty. Tickets must be pur..,
junkyard items with striking visuals to chased at the Broward Center box office
combine music and theater in a mesmer- and student or faculty identification must
izing way. be presented atthetime of purchase to
. A Brazilian beat will finish off the receive discount price.
world rhythms celebration on Sunday, The Broward Center for the Perform-
October 23 at 7:30 p.m. as Uakti (pro- , ing Arts' box office is located at 201 S.w.
noutlced wah-ke-chee) takes over the Fifth Avenue in Fort Lauderdale..
,Some moviegoers may classify the
film Corrina: Corrina as a stumbling at-
tempt to create romance between a
black woman and a white man, or as a
stoJ:.yof recurring road blocks for an
African-American woman.
Corrina (Whoopi Goldberg) suc-
cessfurlysecures a college education,
but ends up with a housekeeping job in
this typical, 1959 era. This is usually
not the role black actors would choose
to play, as it do~s not improve positive
images of blacks, but it doesn't neces-
sarily create a totally negative--image. ,
. Ray Liotta,who plays a father
.' whose wife just died, and Whoopi
Goldbe'rg play the prospective romanc":
ers. They are encouraged by his young
daughter, but discouraged by their fami-
lies. Their true feelings for each other
rise when the credits begin to roll.
Surprisingly, these well 'know!'! ac-
tors are upstaged by the w<;>nderful act-
ing performance of TinaMajorino, whp
plays the daughter Molly, a grieving 7-
year old who refuses to speak after her
mother dies. She finallysurfaces from
her emotional state when Corrina gets
the job of housekeeper.
Majorino succeeds in her ability not
only to transform a scene into mush,
lik~ manyyoung Hollywood actors. She
and her new black playmates,Corrina's
nieces and nephew, seem more grown
up than their adult counterpa~and-aJso
excelin creating realism.
The realism occurs wheri theAmeri-
Th~ Office Pepot
'TeleCenter .
Enwrev~ran(r~~rien2~(r°rtunities for:
Teleohone Customer Service Reps
- ExceltentTelephone Manner .
-CRT, Data Entry or PC Experience
(Windows or·Excel Exp.nence.is·ldeal)
- Exc;epti9M1 Customer Service Skills
• Telephone Center and/or ACD ~rience
Put your skills to work in asettingthat no one else can match. It's the perfect place
for your room-to-grow career with the fast-paced office prodl,Jct super retailer.
including extensive and supportive paid training and competitive-benefits.
If you're motivated, energetic and ready for fasHrack advancement possibilities.
you can't afford to miss this ol2.portunity. "Apply in person at our CorporatE:! Office,
2200 Old Germantown Road. Delray Beach.
(FrOrriI~95: Jake Linton Boulevard .west to Congress.
then South tO'Old Germantown) ""'I"~~
·EOEIMIF/DIV,Sn;QkelDrug-Free.:Workplace, . .•.•Y'".:!:.~~> ..
!II&D
animal lovers to set the dogs free
.befOre the others metthe same fate.
Iwas el~en, Joanni\ was still ten. It wasn't a real problem getting
We did everything'toi,ether -built in. Nobody was ever there. All the
forts, rode bikes, and went on our times Joanna and I had ventured there
own secret. adventures. Joanna was itwasalways desolate, except for the
my best friend, We had a lot of fun ·agonizing cries of the imprisoned.
together, but sometimes it didn't .end' We had to dig under the fence to cre-
in a fun wa)< 'ate a hole big enough to Ct'awl un-
It was a Sunday afterlloon: I re- der. The fence was chain-link with'
member my Mom was making Sun- barbed wire tops, making itimpos-
day dinner. She was preparing a sible to getover without ripping a
roast beef when she said, "Don't be hole in your knee. .
late for dinner." , Once inside, we eagerly'started
"I won't," I said and quickly rode bending back the wire fences in front
my bike down the street to Joanna's. of the individual kehnels. The dogs
Jo was waiting outside for me al- were crazy with expectation. The
ready. We made our l}sual greeting, wires were stubborn, making some
got' on our bikes and rode side by of the kennels difficult to break into.
side to the town dog pound. It took' abou'tforty-five minutes until
At the time we had no other in- . freedom! .
tentions than to feed the assorted ca- It was much easier getting out be-
nin~. Howev~,there~asaho~ causefu~ga~cou~beopenedkom~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
rendous smell there, a vivid rank I'll the inside. There were six escapees
never forget. It was a smell of death in all. A few were small,some big,
that lingered in the air, a smell that but all·thri,lIed to be loose again.
I'd recognize anywhere. . Once. outside a small brindled mutt
The smell came from the ba~k of yapped repeatedly at the beige long-
the pound. We scurried around the haired collie-mix that excitedly ran
side and there was a tiny black and 'around in largecirdes. ,
white husky puppy lying dead in its I began to .Worry about missing
shallow grave. dinner, and the trouble I'd be in if I
Hungry flies hovered. over the was)ate. Sowe decided to head back
body, occasionally dropping down to home.
take' afle.shy bite. We both ':Nere . AGerm,mShepherd with a bad
overcome with sadness and compas- .
sion. W'e agreed it was ourl duty as See DOG on back page..
Fiction by Erin WhiUemore
L~~
=----. '=~-"~"'= ·_.~ .... ·~,.__·.'."·.c_>.,,_~ ••~,~""'~~' ..~_._., •.~ N'_ .~._,...~_ ••__ .'_..::::::.__ ,_"__.. ,,_...n_'.".
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BiIf Warlers 01 the Con lli<:t
Resolution Resource Service
of settings. Specialized conflict resolu
tion workshops can be arranged f~
clubs, student organizations, and staf
groups, by calling the Center.
"My experience starting program
on two other campuses, combined witl
the tremendous expertise found in ou
academic De-
partment of E
Dispute Reso- ~
lution, clearly ~
puts the NSU f
proj~ct in the ~
forefront of a ~
growing trend
in higher edu-
cation," said
Bill Warters,
the Center's
faculty advisor.
"NSU is only the second school
the nation to offer a ph. D. in dispu
resoIution."
Warters currently serves as the Chi
of the Higher Education Committee
the National Association for Mediati(
in Education, based in Amherst, Mass
chusetts.
For more information, contact pr
gram co~coordinators Warren Brown
Guilherme Batista at (305) 475-733
Monday-Thursday, between the hOI
of 11 AM-3 PM.
Bill Warters' Internet address
"warters@alpha.acast. nova,edu" .
ALL MENU ITEMS UNDER $6.55
MAKE TRACKS
TO ISLANDS!
~~~~lQ)~
AneBurgers
, &Drinks
RestaurantA Smoke-Free
- The difference is fresh-fresh beef; fresh chicken; fresh, crisp salads
- Salsa and guacamole made fresh daily
• Award-winning french fries-cut fresh and made to order
- "Bottomless" soft drinks
- Full bar
• Take-out available
,.-
•'L... .
2000 S. University Dr•• Davie-.(Just south ofl-595) • 423-4099
Other Locations: 2561 University Dr.• Coral Springs
6500 N. Federal Hwy - Ft Lauderdale
2015 Okeechobee Blvd.· West Palm Beach
One of Nova Southeastern's new-
est features is the Conflict Resolution Re-
source Service (CRRS). The CRRS was
developed-for members ofthe NSU com-
munity, both on and off campus..
The CRRS provides direct assistan'ce
in the creative and nonviolent resolu-
tion of interpersonal or intergroup con-
flicts. The function of the CRRS is to
prOVide students, staff, and faculty with
an impartial, confidential, and easily ac-
cessible forum which aids in the solu-
tion of disputes. Most often this involves
the use of mediation or group facilita-
tion by trained. dispute resolution spe-
cialists.
The CRRS also provides training and
technical assistance in the development
of peaceful conflict resolution tech-
. niques which are useful in a wide range
dent body, faculty, and administration.
Our current status enables the SGA to
be heard on behalf of Nova
Southeastern's undergraduate popula-
tion.
We are all fortunate to have an ad-
ministration prepared to be responsive
to our needs, and deal with our
conbcerns in a sincere mal~mer. The
only true difficulty rests in our ability to
effectively organize and communicate
our message as students. .
This is where my duty, as the Sopho-
more Class Representative, illustrates its
.relevance. I can and shall, to the best
of my abilities, articulate our concerns
as a class to the SGA body, and see that
our needs are recognized by those in
power.
Feel free to address any questions,
concerns, or ideas to me at any time.
I'm relatively hard to miss around cam-
pus. Just look up! I'm the tall, skinny
guy with the hat. But seriously, with a
concerted effort we can and will make
Nova Southeastern a comfortable place
to grow and enjoy ourselves.
Nova' College
Sophomore
Class Shares
Inspired -Vision
for 1995
NSU.·Updates ..
Juan' Pablo's Administration on the different possibili- Conflict Resolution
C · R Ie ties to negotiate the issue of recycling. e P edampus ecyc Ing To recycle in a place such as NSU's Service rovi es
U d ate main campus does involve cost. It re- Itou PP . quires hard labor from a recycling com- n erg r
by Juan Pablo Correa pany to go ~nd pick u~ the piles of paper M e d i a t ion
around at different buildings on campus. .
"It is easier fOf the vendors.to go to by Heidi Palmer
American Express and get. as much pa- and Bill Warters
per in just a few minutes at only one site,"
Mrs. Swanson said.
The past administration was not will-
I ing to incur such a
cost. It forced the
Envi ro n me nta I
Committee to tem-
porari Iy termi nate
the recycling pro-
gram. With the
.new Administra-
tion and the efforts
. of the Physical Plant, new ways to deal
with the issue flourished. All those ef-
forts led to bring back the recycling pro-
gram on campus.
. Mrs. Swanson encourages all depart-
ments to request the special recycling bins
which are available. All interested people
have to do is to send her a memo, an e-
mail or give her a phone call requesting
special recycling bins placed in their re-
spective department.
The Environmental Committee is an
official entity, on campus which advo-
cates proper use of the earth's natural
resources through education.
Sad news was spread allover cam-
pus when the recycling program was ter-
minated. All sorts of groups manifested
their disappointment in such a decision.
These groups ran from students to fac-
ulty members, from employees to orga~
nized associations. The electronic mail
system used by the university became the
cyber-forum people primarily used to
express their frustration.
In addition, a demonstration in front
of the Parker building was organized.
For almost, two days a wide variety of
recyclable materials were gathered .. Let-
ters and surveys were sent to administra-
tive officials as a sign of discontent and
disappointment. This describes NSU's
reaction to what ~y the Environmental
Committee announced as "Sad news."
Recently, Charlene Swanson, Presi-
dent of the Environmental Committee,
announced what a large majority was
hoping to hear. Good news. Colorful
flyers posted around campus made ev-
erybody aware that the recycling program
was fully operative again on Campus.
Mrs. Swanson, along with a group of
committed individuals, worked hard in
providing important information to the
by Rick Bauer
Hello, and wel~
come back to Nova
. .
Southeastern Univer-
sity. You mayor may
not know me, but my
name is Rick Bauer. I
• have been elected to represent our class
in the Nova College Student Govern-
ment Association. This may not arouse
immediate concern to all, but the fact
that Student Government posesses the
ability to effect changes for the better
on campus needs to be recognized.
The organization has taken im-
mense strides in recent years to obtain
the respect and support of NSU's stu-
-~~""" ..
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of human relations for Dayton PI
Schools; president of his own huma
source management consulting
Douglas G. Buck, D.P.A & Associ
as well as holding human resource
sitions at Wright-Patterson Air Force
in Ohio.
The Plantation, Fla. resident ~
doctorate of public administration
Nova Southeastern Universit; a ma
in business-government relations
American University in Washinl
D.C.; and a bachelor of science in
sonnel administration from Wright
University in Dayton, Ohio.
day, and Thursday.
Course subjects are dependent,
participants' interests. If you woulc
more information, contact the IRP at I
475-7036.
1. Women's Literature
2. Women in the Arts and the Humar
3. Women and the Law
4. Psychology of Women
5. Women and Society: Cross-Cui
Perspectives
6. Women and Business
7. Women: Science and Philosoph
women's roles, contributions, and
spectives, as well as on opportunitie
success.
Students will be required to ta
one-credit course in feminist theory a
two-credit directed project in their
of choice. The remaining four cours
three credits each may be selected fa
following:
Institute for Retired Persons Adap
Classes to Individual Interests
by Heidi Palmer
Dr. Douglas G. Buck has been
named associate vice president for Hu-
man Resources for Nova Southeastern
University.
In this position, Buck will oversee all
phases of human resources administra-
tion and payroll for NSU's 1,800 employ-
ees, including recruitment, staffing, equal
employment opportunity, and employee-
management relations
Buck has more than 20 years experi-
ence in human resources administration.
This includes serving as director of hu-
man relations at Sinclair Community Col-
lege in Dayton, Ohio; executive director
The IRP's mid-October through May
schedule promises to be one of the best
yet. Classes meet from 10-11 :30 AM and
from 12:30-2 PM on Monday, Wednes-
by Heidi Palmer
- Buck Named NSU Associate ~~ for Human Resoul
lowing themenus, anyone should be able
to walk up to a terminal and perform a
successful search.
This is a valuable resource for NSU
students and faculty. It can facilitate re-
search for theses, dissertations, compo-
sitions, term papers, lab work, experi-
ments, and a host of other degree- and
course-related work.
The Einstein Library staff is excited
about FirstSearch. By opening up the
world of online information to library
patrons, they believe the new system will
be an excellent way to enhance learning
and to bolster the research process.
If you like more information, contact
the library at (305) 475-7388.
;ng;nco:ure~ro~~t~IU U P d ate !!
Interdisciplinary
Women's Studies
Certificate Offered
You may be "waiting"
a very long time!
i
..-
The Nova Southeastern
Women's Studies Discussion Group
will meet on October 17th at 6:30
PM i~ the sitting area of the Liberal
Arts Department in the NC/SSSS
modular trailer at NSU's main cam-
Einstein Library
loins the
Information
Superhighway
by Heidi Palmer
New at Nova Southeastern's Albert
and Birdie Einstein Library is FirstSearch,
an electronic information system designed
for faculty and students. It offers research
flexibility with access to a number of
online, subject-specific databases.
The system is linked to the world's
largest computerized card catalog,
WoridCat, with more than 27 million bib-
liographic records representing the hold-
ings of 15,000 libraries worldwide.
FirstSearch requires no special train-
Nova Southeastern is now offering the
Women's Studies Certificate program due
to the response to the call from women
on the move. Interdisciplinary in design,
the certificate program may supplement
the student's major area of study.
It will consist of 15 credits in courses
which offer students the opportunity to
-----------------------------~Ifucus,~&ificallyandin~e~d~~,on
Women's Studies
Discussion Group to
Meet October 17th
Attention: The SENIOR
..JOB SEARCH SEMINAR
\Nill be held on
NOVEMBER 1STIII
If you wait until
graduation to
start your job
search....
pus.
The group convenes on the third
Monday of every month to discuss
women's issues in a scholarly man-
ner.
For more information, contact
Cynthia Griffith, Coordinator of the
WSDG, at (305) 452-5714, during
the evening and on weekends.
Griffith's Internet addresses are
"griffith@alpha.acast.nova.edu" and
"griffith@polaris.nova.edu". I
i l
Thank-you to The Knight's ContributorsSIGN UP
for
SENIOR JOB SEARCH
SEMINARI
This important informational event for
seniors will be held at the Career
Resource Center on Tuesday,
November 1st, from 5:30-7:30.
Sign up at the Career Resource
Center or call 475-7504!
Look for ua In the new AdmlnlatraUon Building...rat fIoorlli
Thank you Kimber, Chris "Pooh
Bear" Kehl, Jen Morgan, Dave
Nurbin, Lisa Alicea, Juan Pablo,
Tamara Taylor, Mikey Betesh,
Stephanie, the Right' Reverend,
David & Ana, Andrea Leeds,
Hema Bajnath, Courlande Carry,
Dr. Alford, Nicola DiGiallonardo,
Erin Whittemore, all the WNSU
Disc Jockeys & Brady Decke
Rick Bauer, Bill Warters, Cynthi
Griffith, Sarah Polo, Rob & Lisa 4
Public Affairs, the NSU Microlal
N.I.S.A., DAKA, Candi Keh
Heidi's Departmental Contact Pe
sons, everyone else in the S.c.o
and anyone who I've forgotten t
include. -Jason, Knight Editc
I
r
IT
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See PSYCHOLOGY on page 18 ...
This year's Psychology Club is on the
move!
- According to President Dana Ronconi,
"We want to work in a different area of psy-
chology each month."
In fact the Psychology Club has already
been to their first volunteer activity for the
month of September. The members went to
Covenant House where they had an "Arts and
Crafts Day" for the adolescents, pregnant
teens, young mothers, and children.
Ronconi describes the Psychology Club
as a club that gets together to share informa-
tion and experiences outside the classroom,
"It is mostly book knowledge that we get. You
don't get any hands on, or information on the
present field of psychology that is really out
there.
"Our goal is to have as many experiences
as we can in different areas, and do volunteer
work once a month."
On the personal side, Ronconi believes,
"We are in the helping profession, I think it is
a good idea that they start getting out there
and helping people and seeing what it feels
by Michelena Holiday
NSU Psychology Club:
Seeking Knowledge
to Make a Difference
PIZZA • SUBS
NOW 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
"WeDeliver,,-472-6202 · Davie
2853 S. University Dr.
(N~t to Scandinavian· The Shoppe_ ofRolling Hill_)
4599 N. University Dr. ·572·6807· Lauderhill
(Sullvillo6e Plaza· South of60th St.)
OPEN FOR LUNCH Monday thru Sunday
HOURS:
Sun. • nun. 11 Gin • II MiIllll.,., • Fri." Sal. 11 Gin • 1 GIft
However, this project is not some-
thing to be taken lightly. The commit-
ment is essential to this program, because
remember, human feelings are at stake.
But I doubt that this would be a problem
for the group of students who came to the
meeting on Wednesday, September 28,
1994, led by Nasrene Patel. Also this
group will be working with Jill Christmas,
who is the host psych coordinator and will
assist in pairing the friendships.
Students can get so many benefits out
of participating in this program such as
learning more about yourself, others, dif-
ferentperceptions and an immeasurable
friendship. So if you like being or having
a friend, sign up to join Best Buddies. For
more information, call Nasrene at (305)
452-1400.
~----------,r----------,1Howie Wingsil STUDENT 1
: "$4.59 :: SPECIAL :
1 10 deliciously seasoned:1 $4.99 1
: Chicken Wings, Ce~ery, I: Lg. Cheese :
1 Bleu .Cheese ~res~lDg II Pizza with 1 Topping 1
" & Spicy HOWIe StiCks. ~" Pick Up Only. Expires 11/06194 ~
,----------,,----------,
20*20*20.-
20 min. of combo
aerobics, 20 min" of
STEP, and 20 min. of
floorwork.
Corning Soon
SLIDE: a comprehensive lateral
movement training system, uses inspired
skating movements.
Body Sculpting:
exercise to streng-
then the muscles followed by flexibility
work to lengthen them.
Ciasses are open for employees and
students in the Fitness Center started Oc-
tober 3rd, 1993, free of charge. Rogers
recommends you come early so that you
can reserve a step.
For directions and more information call the Wellness
Center at (305) 475-7052. You can also call the aerobic
hotline at (305) 475-7425, on campus dia/3-SHAK.
The Fitness Center also opens on October 3, 1994
and the hours of operation are 11 AM-1O PM. 50, bring
your towel and water bottle, and step to it!
For the aerobics room alone, they will
be purchase a special stereo with pitch
control that adjusts the beat of the music
to the tempo needed for a particular ex-
ercise class. The Wellness Center offers
six different types of classes:
I left the first meeting for Best Bud-
dies, with excitement and enthusiasm.
Best Buddies is a college-based vol-
unteer program designed to promote very
special friendships. These friendships form
between university students and persons
Intro To Step: introduces the ba-
Finally the moment all of you sics of STEP
aerobics buffs have been waiting fort
Now you will no longer have to meet in STEP: high intensity low impact
the Goodwin classroom in Goodwin. The workout that involves stepping up and
new Fitness Center facility comes with down on an adjustable platform while
an athletic training room, equipped with performing upper body movements."-
free weights and univer- "
sals, a whirlpool, and best ~ Power STEP:
of all, a new aerobics : a STEP class with a
room! The room is com- ~ longer cardiovascu-
pletely renovated with ~ lar segment and
mirrors against the wall, ~ more advanced cho-
new flooring and a storage l reography.
room for equipment.
To some, this may not
be exciting, but to those
of you who participated in
the step aerobic classes
last year and over the sum-
mer, this is a great change Bonnie Rogers pumps iron in the
from pushing back desks newly-finished Fitness Center.
and lugging steps from the
bathroom of the Wellness Center.
Fortunately, because of your patience
and demand, the Wellness Center was
able to get the aerobics room.
Bonnie Rogers explains, "Students
were coming into the Goodwin residence
hall, moving desks back in the classroom,
being real cooperative and patient. And
because of the demand that we saw, we
were able to find the funds to renovate
this building."
This building was previously known
as the weight room, but Rogers hopes to
ch,ange that image from being a weight
room, hence the new name "Fitness Cen-
ter". Rogers has other plans as well. She
says, "We are focusing on buying cardio-
vascular equipment such as Stairmaster
and/or life Cycles."
by Michelena Holiday
New Fitness
Center Is Here
Campus Life ..
with mental retardation. The goal of Best that has been built between the special
B t B dd• Buddies is to offer people with mental re- friendships offered through Best Buddies.eSUIeS: tardation the chance to contribute their The movie left me feeling very motivated
gifts and talents to the community; help on making a difference in someone's life.On the Path to all who are involved become more com- To be a Buddy all the university stu-
• • fortable with one another and the com- dent has to do is make a one year com-MakIng New FrIends munity they Iiv€'; give the university stu- mitment to be a Buddy to a person with
dents a chance to know, understand and mental retardation. The outings could be
appreciate the unique qualities and gifts as simple as tossing a frisbee at the park
of their new friends; and to increase the or beach, going to the movies or a con-
opportunity for special friendships. cert-basically anything two friends would
During the meeting emphasis was do.
placed on how special these people are,
and how special the friendships would be
to us, the university students. The movie,
"Best Buddies" was shown during the
meeti ng gave everyone a view of the bond
by Michelena Holiday
~>,-,--
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NSU Cafeteria
Adapts to
Students' Needs
by Juan Pablo Correa
"Mustapha! I'd like a cheesebur-
ger with Swiss cheese and no fries!"
"Mustapha, I want the same, but
with American cheese instead!"
Nodding his head, Mustapha pro-
ceeds as requested. He finishes up his
job with a sincere, "Enjoy it!"
Another line of people next to the
grill, holding blue trays, stand waiting
for their turn to choose from one of the
menu items available for the day.
Lenny, a polite server, greets everyone
as the line advances, serving each cus-
tomer patiently and courteously. This
takes place everyday at NSU's cafete-
ria, DAKA Inc., during meal hours.
Those who have seen the cafeteria
since its very beginnings on campus re-
alize how far it has improved. Anto-
nio Lam, an undergraduate student,
recalls those days. He remembers how
_the students who were on the meal plan
would not enjoy the same privileges the
same category of students enjoy today.
"You would not be allowed to take
food out of the grill. Also, the fruits
and the salad bar were divided in two
parts: one for the students on the meal
plan and another for those paying
cash."
Today, those on the meal plan en-
joy a selection of over 15 different bev-
erages, food from the grill, a full salad
bar, a variety of fresh fruits and a menu
to choose from. The old days are over.
Christopher Cleveland, food pro-
duction manager, is aware of the im-
provement.
"Last year I would have a complaint
every day. Today I have about one each
week."
He claims that part of the achieve-
ment has to do with "turning the crew
over." Mr. Cleveland states that the
personnel working for DAKA are legiti-
mately committed to providing the best
service they can offer.
He feels that the cafeteria is for the
students "their kitchen at home and they
deserve to be provided with good qual-
ity service."
DAKA, as a regular business entity,
intends to profit and keep a reasonable
cost production. However, the attitude
of a number of cafeteria users makes it
more difficult than it really sounds. Mr.
Cleveland claims that one of the major
concerns faced day after day is steal-
ing.
"I am sure that a good and large
number of people using the cafeteria
See DAKA on page 19...
~- ...-._~''''''-'--~-
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Theta Delta Chi and Phi Sigma Sigma heave-ho.
Pan-African students show team club spirit at the
"Anything That Floats" raft race.
Beta Theta Pi and Phi Sig, floating on captured air.
~
"go
ig
i
... L!r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.~ Theta Delta Chi and Delta Phi Epsilon ride the current.
~
=l
•
At the start of the 1st race, one orga-
nization managed to get their raft into the
water, but could not keep it afloat. An-
other raft kept tipping over, each time send-
ing its crew into the water. During the
second race the teams were hit with water
balloons as they tried to make it to the fin-
ish line. The winner of the raft race was
. N.CS.G.A, with the time of 2:45:33.
They were followed by Beta Theta Pi
and G.D.I., with a time of 3:18:58. The
third place team was Theta Delta Chi with
Delta Phi Epsilon, at 3:28:11.
I commend all the teams for their cre-
ativity and bravery. I myself did not have
the courage to enter the event, so hats off
to the gallant participants.
N.CS.G.A, Delta Phi Epsilon, G.D.I., and
the Baseball Team. These organizations
had to build a raft with anything that was
not meant to be a flotation device.
The majority of the rafts were made
out of styrofoam and plywood. Some were
made of barrels, and one team even used
beach balls along with styrofoam and ply-
wood for added floatation. The raft Ifound
most interesting was the one built by Beta
Theta Pi and G.D.I.
It was made out of garbage bags filled
with air and shower curtains. The com-
petition was divided into two races. The
team with the best to the finish line time
won. The winners would receive six rooms
at the Holiday Inn on the beach and 12
dinner dance tickets for Homecoming.
an Aerobics show sponsored by the
Wellness Center, and "Study Tips,"
five-minute study clips hosted by
Marcia Sinagra, Director of the Learn-
ing Resource Center.
The new campus television sta-
tion has many dedicated members.
Maria Menendez, Business Manager,
Candace Kehl, Public Relations Di-
rector, and Denise Haltrecht, 'On Air
Talent Coordinator, have put in many
hours of hard work. New members, I The "Love. . Boat" crew welcomes
such as Lakeisha Talbott, Adonica everyone at the Raft Race.
Blackman, Scott L.evy, !racy Soto, <I>~~ <I>~~ <I>~~ <I>~~ m ~~ <I>~~
D.J. FarawelJ, Mike Fisher, Jenn 4.i4.i 4.i4.i 4.i4.i 4.i4.i ':V4.i4.i 4.i4.i
Smith, Jamie Cooper, Tya' Franklin, r ~1 ~
and many others have recently signed ~ Phi Sigma Sigma "\;l'
on. ~ M
If all goes well, the new campus e A ~ M
television station will air at the start - C'I -/U
of next semester. All students living
in the residence halls and apartments ~ "?/ ~ A _ ~~_., e
will have access; commuters can view ~ ""'_ C'~ M
the programs at the Rosenthal Student e "~J ~
Center. #IV~ l~J
ACCENT NSU members are •••
highly motivated and truly dedicated. ~ Lakeisha Talbott e
"We are all in this together, try- ~ ~
ing to make Nova a better place," says ~ Freshman Class C
Menendez."\;l' 1.~J
"This school needs something that Adonica Blackman
will make a difference," says ~' S h CI ~
Blackman. ~ Op omore - ass "\;l'
"There needs to. be an ou.tlet f?r ~ Annemarie Mangano M
all students who are Interested In wnt- "\;l' M
ing and television production, to Junior Class
show their true talents," says Cooper. ~ ~
~'We have to ?ive stu~ents .a r~1 And the rest of the court and its winners. "\;l'
chOice, an alternative, and In addl- ~ . M
tion to the academic curriculum, we e M
have to prepare Nova Southeastern Denise, you'll ALWAyS be our queen!
University for the future," says Mikey ~
Betesh, Producer and Director of ~ II 1.p. '1'£ I.I-,~ 01 a£ - 1.1-,'. "\;l'
ACCENT NSU. ~ e e. e e ,lie ~/$I"$ fFtll ~I e M
If you are interested in.becoming e M
a part of ACCENT NSU, contact
~~~~~;~_~:7~.fficeof Student Life, <I>LL <I>LL <I>LL <PLL <I>LL <I>LL
Student Life •
IiASure-Shot Winner
for America's
Funniest Home
Videc:»s"
by Tamara Taylor
ACCENT NSU is off to a great
start. On Thursday, September 22nd,
the group congregated for the first
time. Over 15 NSU students came
to find out about this new network
organization.
ACCENT NSU encompasses the
new campus magazine, People Yearly
of NSU. The magazine is intended
to highlight the year in review. It will
be comprised of several sections in-
cluding NSU sports, current events,
entertainment, and specialties, such
as, "Nova Soaps," "Dear Adonica/
and "Soto And Fisher" (a take off of
Siskel and Ebert).
The magazine section editors will
also conduct surveys and polls. The
other side of ACCENT NSU is some-
thing Nova has never seen. With the
strong support of administrators, such
as Antoinette Hepler (Advisor), Dr.
Joseph Lakovich, and Brad Williams,
ACCENT tv is finally getting off the
ground.
Several shows are now in the
works and wi II soon be ready for tap-
ing. ACCENT NSU members have
created proposals and targeted mar-
kets for their individual shows.
Many shows are now in final
preparations. Some of these shows
include "Fashion Row" withAdonica
and Tya', "Talk With Tya'," a talk
show with an audience and contro-
versial issues, "ACCENT Music Vid-
eos" with Scott and Lakeisha, "Cook-
ing with Mustafa," "Wake-up NSU,"
Student
Television Station
Gathers Support
by Mikey Betesh
This year's raft race had a great turn-
out of supporters, onlookers, and partici-
., pants. As a first year student at Nova
Southeastern, the raft race was a most en-
tertaining event.
The participating organizations were
the CAB, Beta Theta Pi, P.A.S.A., Theta
Delta Chi, N.I.S.A., Phi Sigma Sigma,
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House, Juvenile Services, Ki~
Crusaders, the Lippman Fami
Center, and S.O.S. Children's V
lage.
There were also more than 1(
volunteers, comprised of student
faculty, and members of the con
munity. These volunteers ra
booths, cooked food, serve
drinks, and befriended the chi
dren .
This day costs nothing for th
agencies, the ,children, or thel
guardians. The costs are covem
through community sponsorshi,:
donations of supplies and equip
ment, and other fundraising.
NSU's Greek Organization
and others are supporting Make c
Difference Day by supplying gaml
booths for the children in atten
dance. If any club or organiza
tion would like to sponsor a booth
contact me, Sarah Polo, Directol
of Campus Volunteerism, at (305
476-4871.
our community as well as help ourselv
furthering our community awareness."
One student who volunteered at Ki
Distress expressed, "Little did I know, t
involved with the SCORE program w
change my life. There are so many pe
who need help out there, and it's up to
give it to them."
One freshman explained, "The gre
advantage of the SCORE program is th
was organized in a very diverse fashion
lowing the students to get involved in al
pects of society."
SCORE participants have been invo
in activities such as community c1ean-
recycling, counseling, tutoring, and worl
in hospitals.
It is important to note that as the SO
coordinator, Dr. Ferriss does not work ale
Her helpmeets include a Faculty Advi!
Committee: Barbara Brodman, Linda Gore
Chris Jackson, Veronica Kofsky, Neil SI
Scott Stoddart, Lynn Wolf, Barry Barker, .
Charles Zelden.
Dr. Ferriss also works with an Advis
Council of community leaders from the He
tat for Humanity, the United Way, the Cc
munity Service Council, Women in DistrE
the Fort Lauderdale Lighthouse for the Blil
and the Children's Services Council.
Along with community activities, SCC
has sponsored International Earth Day"
the "Forum on Racism" on NSU's campu
by Sarah Polo
Make A Difference Day is a
national day of community service
sponsored by USA Weekend of the
USA Today newspaper. This year
marks the fourth annual Make A
Difference Day and Nova
Southeastern's second year of in-
volvement.
NSU's commitment to this day
of service appears via the 2nd An-
nual "Karnival-4-Kids." Its pur-
pose is for abused, neglected, and
foster children of Broward to have
a day of fun and excitement.
last year's "Karnival"was a
huge success. There were 150-
200 children from participating
agenCies such as the Covenant
..Campus Lifl
the community is actually like.
Dr, Ferriss explained, "We think there
are about 6,000 homeless people, but no one
really knows. We think there are about 4,000
gang members, but we are not really sure,
"So we must investigate and see how an
accurate count can be made involving a wide
spectrum of people in the community,"
Interestingly, the SCORE program
evolved from a previous project that gave
NSU students their infamous CORE courses,
There was a previous arrangement with the
state to develop an innovative general edu-
cation curriculum called the LSP program,
Another group of Florida students were
used for a number of years and unusual CORE
courses were offered to them, taught by in-
terdisciplinary teams. The LSP program was
so successful that the CORE courses we all
know today as "Other Voices, Other Visions"
and "Individual and Social Systems" are of-
fered to all students.
When asked whether the students are
really making a difference, Dr. Ferriss an-
swered, "I think so. Our students have re-
ceived various awards for their community
service. In fact, one of the students was rec-
ognized in the annual report for the Museum
of Discovery and Science for the hours of
community service."
The students are greatly impacted by the
program.
One sophomore felt, "It allows us to help
SCORE students Shaji Eapens, Jamie Gatewood,
Chris Gay, and Tya' Franklin,
"Last year students were required to com-
plete a minimum of nine hours of commu-
nity service a month and write an essay ev-
ery month on the basis of their community
service to tie that into their academic pro-
gram.
"They were also required to attend
monthly meetings, where speakers were
brought in, workshops were conducted, and
ideas were discussed."
Over 5,000 hours of community service
were completed last year for over 40 agen-
cies and individuals.
Looking towards the present, Dr. Ferris
explained, "This year we are strengthening
the tie between curriculum and involvement
with the community, because students are
taking a special section of CORE 245: Indi-
vidual and SocialSystems."
Also, thestudents this year will be par-
ticipating in a new project where they work
side by side with community leaders called
the Broward County Needs Assessment
Project. This project is an area-wide, Broward
County study that has received more than half
a million dollars in funding. This study will
enable Broward County to get a fix on what
Two years ago, a new program at Nova
University admitted 20 students in order to
fulfill its goal. The following year, the num-
ber rose to 40-50 students,
The program is called SCORE, and its
goal is to demonstrate a link between the gen-
eral education curriculum and the develop-
mentof social responsibility,
SCORE was set up for entering Florida
resident undergraduate students, In coopera-
tion with the State, NSU students are able to
pay the state tuition fee rather than the NSU
tuition fee. The state makes up the differ-
ence for the participation in the program.
According to SCORE Coordinator Dr.
Suzanne Ferriss, "The SCORE program tries
to combine involvement in the community
with the academic program,"
Considering that this is the beginning of
a new school year, Dr Ferriss gave insight on
what students did last year.
Sun Pointe Cove
Apartments
2571 S.W. 79th Avenue
Davie, Florida 33324
(305) 475-3133
Furnished Apartments
• Free Air Conditioning
• Free Water, sewer, Trash
• Free Gas
• Reduced Utility Deposit
•Pools ·Volleyball
•Tennis • FIShlftg
Convenient to
Nova Southeastern University
Call Soon For Current Prices!!!
(305) 475-3133
We're situated West of
UniversifyDriv8,off of Nova (S.~ 24th St.)
by Michelena Holiday
SCORf: Tying the
Link Betwe,en
Education and
S<>cia.1
Responsibility
~
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i
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TRAINING PROVIDED
OUTSIDE SALES A +
Communications
CALL ED (305) 493-5484
JOIN THE #1 TEAM IN
OMMUNI~ATION~
FLORIDA'S OLDEST BASED
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE CO.
HAS OPENINGS FOR
COMMUNICATION
CONSULTANTS
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
Psychology Club
...continued from page 14
Florida's Oldest Based
Travel
FUNDRAISING
***Sprlng.Break 95***
AlDeriea's #1 Spring
Break COlDpany!
LOSE WEIGHT FOR THE
HOLIDAYS
WITHOUT CHANGING YOUR
EATING HABITS,WITHOUT STARVATION
DIETS OR EXERCISE!
PROVEN RESULTS FROM
A 30 YEAR STUDY
STUDIES INDICATE WEIGHTLOSS
OF 2-3 LBS PER WEEK
(RESULTS MAY VARY)
CALL 1-800-512-3600
The Knisht Newspaper
452-7958
$1.50 Per Page (OS)
CalI for Special Rates
Laser-Quality Printer
Pick-Up and Delivery
Available
Term Papers, Manuscripts
Theses, Dissertations
Typing Services
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
"Editing My Specialty"
TO THE YOUNG WOMAN WEARING
THE BURGUNDY SHORTS, 5'3" 130
Ibs. who was leaving the Law Center @
10:30 am on Sept 9 with the beautiful
smile, please call James Barnes @
Founders 6679.
Personal --?
Classifie,d
Study Assistance
Research & Writing
Reasonable Rates.
Computer typing
$1 per page (ds)
Reasonable $5 per page.
Dr. C. Lipschitz (PhD).
CALL 305-472-9990/
800-472-9994 (24 hours)
============================
STUDENT HOUSING SPECIALIST
JOE O'TOOLE
d?ualio"
OmCE: (305) 564-8182
(800) 927-1232
24 HR.. (305) 7»5298
RENTAL8--SAlES
AnANTIC PROPERTIES INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3438 NO' OCEAN BOULEVARD • PT. LAUDERDALE.. PL 33308
730-5298
APA RESEARCH!
Freelance Writer
Choose from 3 II LONG
different fundraisers DISTANCE TELEPHONE CO.
lasting either 3 days has openings for
or 7 days. telemarketers.
No Investment. Earn $$$ for No Experience
your group plus personal N d
cash bonuses for yourself. ee ed.
For details, call: Training provided.
I -cHERn ONLYONEATLAN11C" II 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65 IICalI Ed (305) 493-5484
like to help other people and make
change in someone's life and the corr
munity."
Ronconi adds, "I think that in doin
this volunteer work, many of the merr
B h bers will find their niche in psychology.
YOUR DOCUMENTS Cancun, a amas" The Psychology club is also workin
COMPUTER TYPED STATE-OF- Daytona & Panama. on a research study. This is importar
A T INK JET BIW OR because in psychology one has to learTHE- R - 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! about research, how to go through stue
COLOR PRINTER RESUMES, Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL ies and find out what happens.
TERMS, MSS. FROM $1.25 PG. FREE! Earn highest commissions! The club's research study will b
FREE FLOPPY -ONE-ON-ONE (800) 32-TRAVEL looking at the college experience. The
COMPUTER TRAINING hope that their paper will be accepte
PROVIDED IN THE COMFORT by the Southeastern :sychological Asse
h ciation and get published.OF YOUR OWN HOME Photograp y Ronconi feels that the Psycholog
OR MINE. LOW FEES! Club would be beneficial for anyone t
GROUP DISCOUNTS! join, because of the exposure to differer
DETAILS: Graduating in populationsandthefeelingofhelpingot~
FRANCINE MOMENT 19941 ers.
• In addition to the seven speaker SE
I .1 (305) 741-7276 a Ft. Laud. Studio SpecialiZing in ries, the club will also have semi~ars.
I I Cap & Gown Portraits Past seminars included tOPICS. 0
. '. t stress management and how to get mt
Isoffenng a grea graduate school. Basically I can describ
Package DeaHl! the Psychology Club in two words: motl
Pictures Can Be Taken vated and goal-oriented.
@ The Studio or
On Location
(groups of 10 or morel
Satisfaction Guaranteed
For More Information
Call: 305-480-4710
PHOTOS BY GOGUEN
Page 18
IUpgrade YourI
I I
Study Skills
Improve your memory,
study habits, and reduce test
anxiety throught hypnosis.
$175.00 includes 2 sessions and
1 customized audio tape.
Visa and Mastercard accepted.
M. Estelle Spike M.A., M.S.,
Certified Hypontheraplst, Mental
Health Counselor Intern,
3595 Sheridan St. Suite 103
Hollywood, FI. 33021
(305) 964-5257
L
--------...,.----------------------------------------~~_.....
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from years past, where only hors
..,
d'oeuvres were served, but from the
look on people's faces, and the num-
ber of plates in students' haflds, the
cbange was a positive one.
At midnight the crowning of the
Homecoming King, Queen, and
Court began. A silence fell over the
room as Jamie Amacher and Cleve-
land Ferguson III, the Homecoming
Queen and King from 1993, walked
onstage prepared to announce the
1994 winners.
The Office of Student Life con-
gratulates Suzi Marti and Cameron
Malin as this year's Queen and Kipg,
AnnemarieMangano and Don
Machacon as Junior Court represen-
tatives, Adonica Blackman and Mike
Cali as Sophomore Court representa-
tives, and Lakeisha Talbott and Chad
Bobik as Freshmen Court representa-
tives.
The new King and Queen danced
while flashbulbs exploded all around
them: As the night wound down, the
The Board is responsible for plan-
ning, evaluating and providing and
budget oversight for HRS programs and
services. Austin's appointment to the
Board became effective August 15.
A Plantation resident, Austin has
been with NSU for 12 years.
was scheduled togo onstage at 9:30
PM, but he brought along a friend to
open for him. His friend turned out
to be JimmySchubert, a well known
comedian who toured for four years
with Sam Kinison and often appears
on the "Ron and Ron" show on WZTA
94.9 FM.
With a packed house of students
and alumni, the show got off to a hi-
larious start and never let up. Stom-
achs ached and tears flowed as Eric
and Jimmy put on a show that would
surpass any comedy club in South
Florida. We'll be talking with Jimmy
again to bring him on campus dur-
ing the second semester, so iook for
flyers announcing his arrival.
The Athletic Department had to
cancel the Alumni Baseball Game on
October 1st because of rain, but the
alumni still had a chance to convene
and reminisce at the First Annual
Alumni Cocktail party held at Lou
Badami's hou?e, an alumni of NSU.
Yearbooks were pulled off the
Dan Austin, a Business professor
'and Director of the Institute of Health
Policy and Administration at No~a
Southeastern University, was appointed
by Governor Chiles to serve on the HRS
Health and Human Services Board for
Broward County.
in some cases, sink in front of their
eyes. This year's race winners were
those teams who took the least
amount of time to reach the finish
line.
. The first place winners were
members of the Nova College Student
Government As·sociation. Second
place went to members of the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity and the GDI's. The
third place team was comprised of
members of the Theta Delta Chi fra-
l1-li «> .-.~~ c:: <» .-..,. i ..... g' :
Rafts, Laughs, and Exploding Flashbulbs
...continued irom iront cover
ing Weekend had "officially" begun.
The next day almost turned into
a total washout when the weather de-
cided not to 'cooperate with the
Homecoming Committee's plans.
Unfortunately, because of unsafe
playing conditions, the Homecoming
Soccer Game against Webber College
had to be canceled, as well as the
Golf Tournament. Fortunately, there
wasn't any thunder odighting, so the
...continued from page 15
:~~al.~I:~~~r, °st~~~I~ ~~~r~::;~a~~g~ ) Nova Southeastern Professor
criminal act.
Anotherasp~ct tha: greatly affects APr.0--I'nted by -Gove-rnor to H-RSOAKA, as a business, IS the waste of - I
food. Many students choose a particu- . . "
lar menu, go to their tables, taste the
have afuH set of utensils that go from food, and then throw it away to go for Hea th and Human Services Board
teaspoons to knives and forks." ·something else. Mr. Cleveland esti-
DAKA has no mates that during
other option but to lunch time alone ap-
buy more; as a result, proximately of 64.5
they stand to lose a pounds of ed-ible
great deal of money. food is thrown away.
In addition, Mr. Cleveland's
people taking out advi'ce to cafeteria
food for their friends users is to know that
is another form of. any complaint should
stea lin th at ta kes Greg Sandall and Chris Cleveland, "holding be addressed to the
g down the fort" at the Rosenthal Cafeteria. f
place almost every- speci ic person in
day. Mr. Cleveland says that among charge. He is willing to work his best
the measures he plans to undertake, to guarantee full satisfaction, which can
there is the clear possibility of report- be achieved through proper communi-
ing the food thieves to the local police cation. Further, a. better understand-
department. . ing of the contract signed by those on
He considers taking food under the the meal plan is encouraged.
.DAKA Struggles with
Thievery, Wasted Food
The brothers of Beta Theta Pi get together
at the Homecoming 1994 celebration.
Lakeisha Talbott and Chad Bobik,
the Freshman class Homecoming
court representatives.
Mike Cali and Adonica Blackman, the
Sophomore .class Homecoming court
representatives.
Don Machacon and Annemarie Mangano, the
Junior class Homecoming court representatives. All photos courtesy Mikey Betesh.
5th Annual "Anyth ing That Floats"
Raft Race and Barbecue went on!
12 rafts entered this year's race-
more than any previous year. They
were built of materials ranging from
oil drums and lumber to sheets of
styrofoam and plywood. One group
even built a raft out of plastic gar-
bage bags, tarps, and fots and fots
and fots of duct tape.
As in the past, the banks of NSU's
Blue and Gold Canal were lined with
spectators armed with water balloons
as they watched the rafts race by, or
ternity and the Delta Phi Epsilon so-
rority.
This year's "raft with the best
theme" award went to the "Beast,"-a
concoction of oil drums and lumber.
Them team may not have made it to
the starting line, but they best exem-
. plified the spirit of Homecoming in
general and NSU as a whole.
Not long after the race and bar-
becue ended, the Homecoming Com-
mittee set off to the Rosenthal Stu-
dent Center to set up for the Comedy
Night featuring Eric Lambert. Eric
bookshelves and memories were un-
earthed. A few alumni later attended
the Homecoming Dinner Dance.
This year's grand finale was held
at the Holiday Inn on Fort Lauder-
dale Beach. The Homecoming Din-
ner Dance began at 9 o'clock. People
started arriving on time with the help
of free shuttles provided by the Of-
fice of Student Life.
The band "Crossover" played
again this year and really pleased the
crowd, just as at past Homecomings.
The buffet dinner was a big change
thought tl'lat went through many par-
ticipants' heads was that Homecom-
ing 1994 had come and gone, but
memories of this weekend of activi-
ties will remain in our hearts and
.minds for years to come.
A special thank-you goes out to
the Homecoming Committee of 1994
for all their hard work and the time
they put into planning and running
this year's Homecoming.
You guys know who youare. Re-
member, it couldn't have happened
without you!
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Kaplan helps you focu
your test prep' study
where you need it mas
We'll show you the
proven skills and test-
taking techniques tha1
help you get a higher
score.
coulda been. Ihads to choose bet
the girl of my dreams and the
Look at me now."
Grady walked away mutterin
phrase. .
"LOOK AT ME NOW!"
Finally, over the shock, I sat I
to dope out the next bunch of c
when it hit me. Grady saw a IiI
himself when he watched me.
He didn't make it in the grea
oUife, but I was still in the starting
I threw down the Racing Form
raced to the car renewed in spiri
vigor. I can make it! I will mak
A last glance at my home
from home saw Grady joshing wit
Cabbie: "1 told you Clat horse
lose."
Thanks, Grady.
Kaplan has the' most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.
Call:370-2500
get at higher score~
KAPLAN
great scores••
••~.
great skills•••
" G' . d " A tale. from the n
. ~ .r a .y . trackV for qze .1'{Yl
(continued) of tocla\
The deadline for submissions for the next issu
Issue 5, is October 21st. The advertising deadli
for this issue is October 26th. E-mail the Editor
Internet address "domaskyj@alpha.acast.nova.e
to find out how you can become involved.
.. .continued from page 9
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Dave Escartin and Ana Lam
greet partygoers at the door.
I'd like to officially acknowledge all
those who made the N.I.S.A.'s Mexican Fi-
esta a successful event. Your ti me, effort
and commitment is greatly appreciated.
As president of N.I.S.A., I am deeply
thankful for your enthusiasm and coopera-
tion. Thank you very much to the creators
of the concept: Marco Espinoza and
Stephanie Castonguay.
To the musicians: Dena Anderson,
David Garcia, and Mariachi Los Rancheros.
To the pinata makers, decorators, and
helpers in our many tasks!
Malaika Niemetz, Yamira Perez, Lorena
Pincay, Rodolfo Sideris, Maruquel Pinel,
Claudia Rozo, Ella Basic; Maria Goitia,
Bartolome Torres, Kathy Klockziem, Valerie
Wonsahg, Herve Jean Pierre, Veronica
Kosky, Kimber Sharp, Ana Lam, Chris Kehl,
Jonas Strom, Evelyn Perez, ,Ricardo Oriol,
Daniel E. IIIman, and the unknown helper.
THANK YOU VERY MUCHI
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jockeyed
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of f1amboyent, outgoing people.
NISA has exciting plans for future
evehts, and the Fiesta r;rovided an excel-
lent learning opportunity. The commu-
nity now knows NISA's goal: a consider-
able claim on Nova Southeastern's enter-
tainment. Based on the strong showing at
the Fiesta, NISA has very good prospects.
questions like,what was I doing, how
did I do it, and if I realized what I
had done was wrong. I answered
the way he wanted me to, I guess.
He wrote up a white piece of paper
that said lowed the Town of Kingston
seventy-five dollars for destruction of
town property. Then he left.
My mother was outraged, and
screamed a lot. I suppose it was to
help her feel better. As for Joanna
and me, we were forbidden to see
each other for a month. That on Iy
lasted three days.
I guess my first run in with·the
police wasn't bad but at the time I
thought I'd never live it down. I 'II
never regret what I did. I often think
given the opportunity, in the same
situation, I'd do it all over again.
From the President of N.I.S.A.
The Dog
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vide unlimited food. The sound equipment
used for Dena Anderson's performance
could have been better. However, with
the system on hand, a live sound was
nearly impossible. Nonetheless, what the
party lacked in sound, it made up for with
I I incredible zest and
character.
Many people
commented on the
enthusiastic par-
ticipation and
friendliness of one
of the main Fiesta
coordinators,
., Marco Espinoza.
Espinoza is an in-
Juan Pablo Correa g.oes ternational student
to great lengths WIth ... .
the Fiesta decorations. maJonng In Hospi-
tality; he is also
Mexican.
Marco led Conga-lines, danced fa-
mous dances, and sung proniinent Mexi-
can songs. He succeeded in firing up the
audience, particularly those not accus-
tomedt0 a fliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill
"Latin-style"
party.
Over 200
students, staffi'
and faculty at-
tended the Fi- _ ..~."",.
e t Th Marco and Yolanda dance a
sa. & e little too close to the ceiling.party .eatured L- ---I
burros, photo ops, roses, sombreros, bal-
loons, cacti, streamers, loud music (disc
.. .continued from page 11
case of tapeworm followed Jo and me
all the way to my house. When I
went in, my Mom asked me if I got
the dog from the pound. I told her it
was a stray that followed me home,
but she already knew I was lying. She
told me to go to my room.
She was extremely angry, paci~g
back in forth across our orange liv-
ing room. She was wearing a vio-
lent grimace which faded only mo-
mentarily betWeen her "1 don't be-
lieve' you's!"
About twenty mi[1utes later the
doorbell rang. It was Officer
Peterson. He wanted to speak with
me. I had never been so scared. I
was nervous, anticipating handcuffs.
Officer Peterson asked me a lot of
Page 20
Before I opened my mouth, he an-
swered for me.
"Too young for this crap, no doubt.
Don't you go to school, boy?"
His head shook slowly as I told him
that the world of academia wasn't for
me. My job and my passion for the
nags was all I needed. And I could
care less about my job!
"You gonna push that lawn-mower
the rest of your life? You a smart kid.
Put dat brain to good us~. You listen
to me now!
"When I was your age, computers
was first getting started. I was a whiz
kid, knew everything. For alii know,
I could be vice-president of IBM if it
II wasn't for these horses.
-/~~--t-~-r-~~a~t-i-~~~~a-J~~~~~~~~~~~~' "Look~minow. ~okwh~r
Students Host
Mariachas, Serve
Tacos atFiesta
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